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AIM OF THE WORK 
 
 

Aliphatic polyesters, such as polyglycolide, polylactide, poly(ε-caprolactone), are an attractive 

class of polymers, which can be used for a broad range of practical applications from packaging to 

more sophisticated biomedical devices. 

One of the main reasons for the growing interest in this type of degradable polymers is that their 

physical and chemical properties can be opportunely tuned by proper functionalization. 

Due to the lack of functionalities along the polymer backbone, many efforts have been focused 

on the preparation of aliphatic polyesters with pendant functional groups. In general, two approaches 

have been used, to date: the first uses lactone derivatives bearing functional groups for the ring- opening 

polymerization; the second strategy consists in the post-polymerization modification of the polymer 

backbone, whose chain-ends can be tailored for specific applications, by direct grafting of functional 

groups. 

Within the family of aliphatic polyesters, polylactide (PLA) is one of the most promising 

industrial products for plastics with the prospective to replace polymers such as PET, polystyrene and 

polycarbonate. Currently, the main applications of PLA are in short-term packaging, owing its 

biodegradability, and in biomedical applications (drug delivery and tissue engineering) owing to its 

biocompatibility. Besides these characteristics, PLA offers many advantages such as being produced 

from renewable resources, being FDA-approved for biomedical applications, and commercially 

available in different molecular weights. Moreover, PLA can be formulated in nanoparticles useful as 

biocompatible “nanocontainers” for gene and drug delivery. Various hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

drugs can be efficiently encapsulated into the PLA-based nanoparticles resulting in a sustained and 

controlled release of the payload over the time. 

The great potentialities and versatility of smart polymeric nanomaterials render them one of the 

most exciting interfaces between chemistry and biology. 

This thesis describes the synthesis and the characterization by complementary techniques (such 

as NMR spectroscopy, GPC, and MALDI-ToF analyses) of new PLA derivatives obtained by two main 

approaches (Figure 1). The CuAAC click reaction represents the common synthetic strategy exploited 

for the PLA functionalization under mild conditions. All the newly synthesized PLA derivatives are 

eventually formulated in nanoparticles or micelles loaded with selected antitumoral drugs (i.e., 

salinomycin and doxorubicin) and intended to biological assays on osteosarcoma cells. Osteosarcoma 

is the most common primary malignant tumor of bone, with an annual incidence worldwide of 

approximately 5.6 cases per million, typically diagnosed in children 
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and young adults and currently treated with surgery and intensive chemotherapy protocols based on 

the combination of cytotoxic drugs. 

The present thesis is structured in three chapters. 

The first chapter reports an overview of the main characteristics of PLA. It describes the 

currently available procedures for its production and functionalization, focusing on the characteristics of 

PLA-based block polymers and summarizing the main biological applications as drug delivery system. 

The chapter II reports an innovative method for the functionalization of commercial PLA with 

terminal alkyne units and the subsequent click coupling with azido-derivatives (Figure 1A). 

The application of the solvent-free technique to the PLA derivatization represents an innovation 

to produce alkyne-grafted PLA without use of solvents, catalysts and in mild conditions. The 

“clickable” PLA was obtained by an unprecedented solvent-free intra-chain amidation, using 

propargylamine as alkyne donor. Alkyne-grafted PLA derivatives have been exploited as building 

blocks for access to a variety of functionalized polymers by Cu(I)-catalyzed cycloaddition reaction 

(CuAAC) with three different azides. The commercial methoxypolyethylene glycol azide (m-PEG-N3) 

and the azide-fluor 545 have been selected as models of hydrophilic polymer and fluorescent probe, 

respectively. Moreover, the CuAAC click coupling with a newly synthesized azide-folate (FA-N3) has 

been also investigated. All the three PLA derivatives (PLA- PEG, PLA-Flu and PLA-FA) have been 

formulated in nanoparticles loaded with Salinomycin, by nanoprecipitation technique. 

The chapter III reports a multistep synthetic procedure for the preparation of a three-arm star 

PLA-PEG, decorated with the integrin-targeting RGD peptide (Figure 1B), designed for antitumoral 

applications. Arginine-glycine-aspartic acid peptide (Arg-Gly-Asp or RGD peptide) is a cell 

recognition motif, specifically recognized by the αvβ3 integrin receptor, over-expressed in tumors and 

involved in the regulation of tumor angiogenesis. 

The three-arm star PLA was prepared, in a typical core-first approach, by ring-opening 

polymerization (ROP) of lactide using glycerol as a trifunctional alcohol initiator. In this step, the 

setting of the correct reaction time was imperative to finely control the molecular weight of the product. 

The grafting of alkyne moieties on the terminal hydroxyl groups of the star PLA, carried out by 

esterification with pentynoic anhydride, was followed by CuAAC click reaction with polyethylene 

glycol monoazide (monoazide-PEG), to obtain an amphiphilic star PLA-PEG copolymer. To decorate 

the star polymer with the tumor-targeting ligand RGD peptide, the hydroxyl terminal groups of PEG 

have been esterified with pentynoic anhydride to finally coupled the RGD-azide. As the decoration of 

nanoparticles with RGD peptide has recently emerged as a useful strategy for targeting tumor cells, the 

final star PLA-PEG-RGD will be formulated in micelles incorporating a suitable anticancer drug (i.e., 

Doxorubicin) for biological assays on osteosarcoma cells. 
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Figure 1 
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Chapter 1 
 
 

1.1 Polylactic Acid 
 

Polylactic Acid (PLA) is an aliphatic polyester, biocompatible, biodegradable and widely used 

in several applications field, such as food packaging, production of fibers, in medical and 

pharmaceutical industries, as scaffolds, sutures, bone screws, wound dressings and drug delivery 

systems1,2. 

Since 1970's, PLA have been approved by the US food and drug administration (FDA) for 

food and pharmaceutical applications. The high interest for PLA is mainly due to its interesting 

physical and mechanical properties, recycling possibility and biodegradability, its large spectrum of 

applications and broad possibilities of functionalization.3 

The recyclability of PLA is evident from Figure 2, that reports a closed loop system 

representing the “lifecycle” of PLA. PLA lifecycle starts with the bacterial fermentation of biomass 

to obtain lactic acid. Then two major routes can be applied to produce PLA from the lactic acid 

monomer: direct condensation polymerization of lactic acid or ring-opening polymerization (ROP) 

through the lactide intermediate. The biodegradation of PLA, which can be considered as a reverse 

polycondensation reaction, is a two-step process where polylactide first hydrolyzes into oligomers 

and then further breaks down into carbon dioxide and water by microorganisms. Finally, plants absorb 

carbon dioxide from the air, combine it with water and light, and make carbohydrates during 

photosynthesis, closing the cycle. 

 
 

Figure 2: PLA life cycle 
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The economic convenience of PLA utilization depends on its production cost and on the 

possibility of after-use recycling using economically and environmentally friendly processes.4 

PLA degradation was studied in animals and in human bodies since it has a great importance 

for biomedical applications of PLA derivatives (i.e. implants, surgical sutures, drug delivery). In these 

environments, PLA is initially degraded by hydrolysis, to reduce the molecular weight; then the 

soluble oligomers formed are metabolized by cells.5 Albeit the complexity, the degradation of PLA 

matrices can be accounted for by two stages. The first stage of hydrolytic degradation occurs 

preferentially with the diffusion of water into the amorphous regions, which leads to an increase in 

the polymer crystallinity.5 This phenomenon is known as “degradation inducedcrystallization”. 

In general, crystalline polymers tend to degrade slower than amorphous polymers because 

water cannot easily penetrate into the denser matrix. The hydrolytic cleavage of the ester bonds 

produces new carboxyl end-groups, and consequently acidification; the carboxyl end-groups of 

monomers and small oligomers further catalyze ester bonds cleavage (autocatalytic effect). Moreover, 

the rate of PLA degradation depends on molecular weight, stereochemical composition, pH and 

temperature of the media. 

It is well known that the degradation of PLA is critical for the controlled release of drugs from 

delivery systems.6 The drug release from degradable polymers can be considered as the result of 

different processes, such as (1) surface erosion of the polymer matrix, (2) cleavage of chemical bonds 

at the surface or within the bulk of the matrix, (3) diffusion of the physically entrapped drug. Although 

degradation and erosion are intrinsically connected, they correspond to different processes: 

degradation is the chemical process involving scission of polymer backbones, with formation of 

monomers and oligomers; erosion is a physical phenomenon consisting of the loss of material resulted 

from the monomers and oligomers leaving the polymer matrix.7 

Ideally, a controlled release of drug from polymeric delivery systems can be achieved by 

regulation of the rate of polymer biodegradation and drug diffusion out of the polymer matrix. 

 
1.2 Lactic Acid and Lactide Production 

Lactic acid (2-hydroxy propanoic acid), the monomer utilized to produce PLA, is an optically 

active α-hydroxy acid with the chemical formula C3H6O3 and it exists in two optically active 

enantiomeric forms: D-Lactic acid and L-Lactic acid (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Stereoisomers of Lactic Acid 
 
 

Humans produce the L-lactic acid enantiomer,8 and it can be found in muscles after intense 

exercise and in mammary glands after the woman gives birth. The elected metabolic pathway is Krebs 

cycle, where lactate is transformed from pyruvate via lactate dehydrogenase in absence of oxygen9. 

Consequently, lactic acid and materials prepared starting by itself are naturally processed in human 

body, originating byproducts that are naturally present into our organism, not toxic, good tolerated 

and easily eliminated10. 

Lactic acid has two main production routes, such as chemical synthesis and bacterial 

fermentation. The chemical synthesis (Figure 4) is carried out by acidic hydrolysis of lactonitrile, 

leading to the production of a racemic mixture of L-and D-Lactic acid. Lactonitrile is producedfrom 

acetaldehyde and hydrogen cyanide as an intermediate in the production of acrylonitrile, and it is 

further hydrolyzed to lactic acid as described in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Stereoisomers of Lactic Acid 

 
 

About 90% of the total lactic acid produced worldwide is made by bacterial fermentation11 of 

carbohydrates (glucose, maltose, lactose and sucrose) obtained by biomass wastes of potatoes, corn, 

sugar cane and beets12. In the last years, lignin and cellulose are also utilized13. Fermentation process 

is the more interesting route of lactic acid production since optically pure L-lactic acid or D-lactic 

acid can be obtained by selecting a proper bacterial strain, with low production cost, high efficient 

and low environmental impact. 

Elected bacteria are usually of Lactobacillus genus, since they are the most efficient in time 

and  quantity  of  production.  D-stereoform  or  the  D/L-racemic  mixture  can  be  produced  by  L. 
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delbrueckii14, L. jensenii and L. acidophilusbatteri, whereas L. amylophilus, L. casei, L. mal- 

taromicus, L. Bavaricus, L. Plantarum15 are able to produce the L-enantiomer. Actually, also other 

bacteria are going to be engineered to hyperproduce lactic acid, i.e. Corynebacterium. 

Generally, industrial production16 of lactic acid is conducted in batches, at pH ≈ 6, 40°C and 

low concentration in oxygen. To separate lactic acids from fermentation broth, calcium hydroxide or 

calcium carbonate are usually added. In this way calcium lactate, a soluble salt, is obtained and it can 

be separated by cells and other insoluble impurities through filtration. The filtrate is evaporated, 

crystallized and treated with sulfuric acid. Calcium sulfate is filtered and lactic acid is purified by 

nanofiltration, ultracentrifugation and electrodialysis17. The fermentation process can be classified 

according to the bacterial strains in: 

- Heterofermentative, which produces 1.8 mol of lactic acid per mole of hexose, with several 

byproducts such as acetic acid, ethanol, glycerol, mannitol and carbon dioxide. L. brevis, L. 

fermentum, L. parabuchneri are obligatory heterofermentative bacteria18 that use phosphoketolase 

metabolic pathway to produce lactic acid, while L. casei, L. rhamnosus, L. xylosus are facultative 

heterofermentative bacteria19 that use both glycolysis and phosphoketolase metabolic pathway. Some 

of those bacterial strains are actually engineered to improve the yield of production. 

- Homofermentative, which is the elected industrial method, allowing for a conversion of over 

90%. L. acidophilus, L. amilophilus, L. helveticus are homofermentative20 bacteria using glycolysis 

metabolic pathway to convert glucose exclusively into lactic acid. 

Lactic acid is used to prepare lactide (3,6-dimethyl-1,4-dioxane-2,-dione) which is the cyclic diester 

of lactic acid and the monomer used for the Ring Opening Polymerization (ROP) to synthesize PLA. 

The different stereoforms of lactide are shown in Figure 5. 21 From the combination of two molecules 

of L-lactic acid, L-lactide is obtained, while D-lactide is obtained from the combination of two 

molecules of D-lactic acid. From the combination of L-lactic acid and D-lactic acid molecules, a 

meso-lactide is obtained. The latter, unlike the L and D forms, is optically inactive. 
 
 

Figure 5: Stereoisomers of Lactide 
 
 

Lactide can be obtained by depolymerization of PLA oligomers, through two consecutive 

steps: oligomerization of lactic acid and then depolymerization to lactide. The oligomers are formed 
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by traditional condensation polymerization but with short reaction times to limit the molecular weight. 

These pre-polymers are then heated above 180 °C at 2 mm Hg in the presence of an inorganic salt 

(Sb2O3) and the obtained lactide distilled and recrystallized from ethyl acetate22. 

Because of the chiral nature of lactic acid, lactide exists in various diastereomers from which 

PLA can be synthesized with controlled stereochemistry, since bonds to the chiral carbon are not 

broken during the polymerizations. The polymerization can yield poly(L-lactide) (PLLA), poly(D- 

lactide) (PDLA) and poly(DL-lactide) (PDLLA, the result of the polymerization of the racemic 

mixture formed by 50% L-stereoisomer and 50% D-stereoisomer). 

The physical and chemical properties of PLA depend on the stereochemical composition and 

sequence of the polymer. In fact, the ratio of D and L isomers and their distribution along the polymer 

backbone influence the crystallinity and melting point of PLA. For example, optically active and 

isotactic PLLA and PDLA are semi crystalline polymers with a long degradation time due to the 

limited diffusion of water in crystal domains, whereas optically inactive PDLLA is amorphous and it 

has faster degradation time23. 

The L-isomer is a biological metabolite and constitutes the main fraction of PLA derived from 

renewable sources since the majority of lactic acid from biological sources exists in this form. PLLA 

has gained great interest due to its excellent biocompatibility and mechanical properties. As an 

example, PLLA fibers are the preferred material in applications that require high mechanical strength 

(e.g. ligament and tendon reconstruction; stents for vascular and urological surgery). However, its 

long degradation time and high crystallinity can generate inflammatory reactions in the body. In order 

to overcome this drawback, PLLA can be used as a material combination of L-lactic and D, L-lactic 

acid monomers.24 

 
1.3 PLA synthesis 
Lactic acid can be polymerized to PLA using different synthetic approaches,25 including condensation 

(direct polycondensation, azeotropic condensation, solid phase polycondensation) and ring opening 

polymerization (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Pathways for PLA synthesis 
 
 

1.3.1 Condensation 
The polycondensation, also called step-growth polymerization, is the first method utilized for 

PLA synthesis and still represents the simplest and the cheapest way of production26. The presence of 

both hydroxyl and carboxyl groups in lactic acid enables it to undergo self-esterification27 and to be 

converted into polyester via condensation reaction. This is a reversible step-growth polymerization 

with production of water as a byproduct that must be removed using high vacuum and high 

temperatures, to enhance monomer conversion and polymer molecular weight. However, the final 

PLA is a low molecular weight, glassy, fragile polymer (2.000-10.000 Da), which is useless for any 

applications, either in biomedical devices or in food packaging. Furthermore, intra-molecular 

transesterifications of the growing chains, also called back-biting reactions, lead to the formation of 

ring molecules as byproducts, i.e. lactide, the cyclic dimer of lactic acid, decreasing the average length 

of the polymer chains and affecting PLA purity (Figure 7). 

Figure 7: Back-biting reactions 
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Actually, coupling reagents, esterification-promoting additives (bis(trichloromethyl) 

carbonate, dicyclohexylcarbodiimide and carbonyl diimidazole) or chain extenders (isocyanates, acid 

chlorides, anhydrides, epoxides, thiirane and oxazoline) could be added to the reaction media to 

increase esterification rate and molecular weight of the final polymer, but they add complexity and 

costs to the polycondensation process. 

In order to overcome these disadvantages, alternative polycondensation methods have been 

proposed, such as azeotropic polycondensation (AP) and solid state polymerization (SSP). 

AP method represents an improvement of the above described process and doesn’t require 

external adjuvants to increase the molecular weight of final polymer. Lactic acid and catalyst are 

azeotropically dehydrated in a refluxing, high-boiling, aprotic solvent under reduced pressure to 

obtain high-molecular weight PLA (greater than 300.000 Da)28. Typical experimental conditions are 

130°C, 30-40 hours and a final purification step to remove the excess of catalyst used to avoid polymer 

degradation or hydrolysis. That purification is crucial for polymer utilized in biomedical field. 

In the SSP (Figure 8), an aqueous solution of L-lactic acid is first dehydrated to obtain L- 

lactic acid oligomers and then melted and condensed in the presence of a catalyst to obtain a PLA 

prepolymer at low molecular weight. Prepolymer is crystallized at 105°C, then the temperature is 

increased at 150° C (but below the melting point) and it is polycondensed in solid phase to afford high 

molecular weight PLA. 

The molecular weight of polymers obtained according to this method is exceptionally high 

(till 600.000 Da). Side reactions and byproducts formations are very limited in solid phase, resulting 

in a polymer formation yield of 100%. 

This process is comparable to the ring opening polymerization (ROP) in product quality29, but 

high temperature, long operating time and high pressures limit its industrial application. 
 
 

Figure 8: Synthesis of high molecular weight poly(lactic acid) via SSP 
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1.3.2 Ring Opening Polymerization (ROP) 
The ring opening polymerization (ROP) of lactide, the cyclic dimer of lactic acid, is an 

alternative and very powerful way to produce PLA which avoids formation of water in the 

polymerization process30. Currently, it is the most largely used route in PLA industrial production. 

In this synthetic process, lactic acid is first polymerized to a low molecular weight oligomer, 

which undergo catalytical depolymerization to lactide through internal transesterification, in the 

“back‐biting” reaction. Then, the ring of lactide opens to form high molecular weight PLA. 

The ROP of lactide was first demonstrated by Carothers in 1932,31 but high molecular weights 

were not obtained until improved lactide purification techniques were developed by DuPont in 

1954.32 

The reaction is carried out using three basic components (Figure 9): 

1) lactide, the cyclic lactone which represents the monomer. When the ring is opened, one 

extremity is linked to the initiator, and the other one, negatively charged, is essential for the 

propagation; 

2) initiator, usually represented by alcohols or polyalcohols, which is activated by the catalyst, 

to open the monomer ring, starting the polymerization process; 

3) catalyst, which can be of different nature (metal based, organo-catalysts), to activate the 

initiator. 

Figure 9: Ring Opening Polymerization (ROP) of Lactide 
 
 

The absence of hydroxyl groups in the lactide avoids formation of water during propagation 

process. Propagation reaction of ROP consists into transesterifications between the monomer (lactide) 

and hydroxyl groups contained in the polymer chains, without byproducts formation. A fine control 

of molecular weight and polydispersity index can be achieved. High molecular weight PLA can be 

obtained without using external compounds such as chain extenders, coupling agents or high boiling 

solvents and avoiding high level of vacuum. The final polymer presents a high purity so that its 

biocompatibility is not affected by undesired compounds. 

The process can be used not only for PLA production, since different type of cyclic monomers can 

undergo ring opening polymerization, such as glycolide, ε-caprolactone, ethylene oxide (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10: Different monomers for ROP 
 
 

Different mechanisms for the ROP of lactide can be described: cationic, anionic or 

coordination-insertion24. 

Cationic ROP can be initiated by a very strong acid (triflic acid or methyl triflate). The 

propagation mechanism proceeds by nucleophilic attack of the oxygen atom of the triflate anion in 

the protonated ester-group on the positively charged lactide ring (Figure 11). The triflate end-group 

reacts again with a second molecule of lactide that is opened and the polymerization proceeds. 
 
 

Figure 11: Propagation of Lactide by cationic mechanism with triflic acid (CF3SO3H) as the initiator 
 
 

The anionic ring-opening polymerization of lactides proceeds by the nucleophilic reaction of 

the negatively charged initiator (an alkali metal alkoxide) with the lactide carbonyl, with the 

subsequent acyl-oxygen bond cleavage. This produces an alkoxide end-group which continues to 

propagate. (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12: Anionic initiation of PLA 
 
 

The coordination-insertion mechanism proceeds by the coordination of the carbonyl oxygen 

with the metal (the alkoxides of magnesium, aluminum, tin, zirconium or titanium) to enhance the 

electrophilicity of the carbonyl group as well as the nucleophilicity of the alkoxide part of the initiator 

(Figure 13). The cyclic structure of the lactide is then cleaved at the acyl-oxygen bond resulting in 

the structure RO-Lactide-MLn. The propagation is then continued by an identical mechanism. 

 
Figure 13: Coordination-insertion mechanism for ROP of lactones. R= growing polymeric chain 

 
 

The catalysts used in the ROP can be of different nature, such as metal-based or organo- 

catalysts. Metal-based catalysts are metal alkoxides based on aluminum (Al), tin (Sn) and zinc (Zn). 

The most used are tin(II)bis-(2-ethylhexanoate) (Sn(Oct)2), aluminum tri-isopropoxide (Al(OiPr)3) 

and zinc lactate(II) (Zn(lac)2) (Figure 14), which act through the ‘coordination-insertion’ mechanism. 

Tin(II) and zinc show the best performances as catalysts, as they lead to high molecular 
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weight PLA with high level of purity (almost complete monomer conversion), due to the presence of 

covalent metal-oxygen bonds and free p or d orbitals33,34. 

Interestingly, the stannous octoate (Sn(Oct)2) is recognized as safe for use both in the medical 

field and in the food sector by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 

 
Figure 14: Metal-based catalysts for the ROP of lactones. 

 
 

Two slightly different reaction pathways have been proposed for the Sn(Oct)2 -mediated 

coordination-insertion mechanism. Kricheldorf and coworkers have proposed a mechanism,35 where 

the monomer and the alcohol functionality are both coordinated to the Sn(Oct)2 during propagation 

(Figure 15). Penczek and coworkers have reported a mechanism,36 where the Sn(Oct)2 - complex is 

converted into a tin-alkoxide before complexing the monomer and ring-opening it. 

Figure 15: Generalized coordination–insertion mechanism of Lactide to PLA 
 
 

Organocatalysts are generally amines (Figure 16). They are preferred when the PLA is 

destined to biological applications, since they can be easier removed, without toxic residues. 

Figure 16: Organocatalysts used in ROP of lactones. 
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The mechanism of the organocatalysts is shown in Figure 17: the mild base activates the 

initiator through H-bond, de facto creating a negative charge on the initiator to promote the 

nucleophilic attack on the monomer. 

Among them, DBU has been widely applied as valuable ROP catalyst, since it displays high 

catalytic activity with >98% monomer conversion being observed within 2 h for 500 equiv L-lactide 

(to initiator) with 1 mol % catalyst and [LA] = 0.7 M at ambient temperature.37 Transesterification 

side reactions can occur with DBU at greatly extended reaction times, and the reaction is quenched 

by acid addition (.i.e. benzoic acid) leading to its deactivation. 

Figure 17: Initiator/chain-end activation mechanism. B is an organocatalyst (e.g. DBU). 
 
 

It is noteworthy that, due to the structure of polyesters, the carbonyl groups on the linear chain 

could be also activated by the catalyst, starting intra- or inter-chain transesterification reactions. Intra- 

chain reactions produce cyclic polymers, whereas inter-chain reactions lead to the fragmentation of 

the polymer. In both cases, the result is the formation of different populations of polymers. To avoid 

those side reactions, it is important to choose a catalyst and an initiator that are not too much reactive, 

so the main mechanism of action becomes preponderant. 

Although ROP currently represents the process of choice for industrial PLA production, 

alternative methods for PLA synthesis, like sonochemistry and microwave irradiation are under 

investigation as faster and more energy-efficient methods to synthesize PLA38. 

Both of these methods could reduce the need of high temperature and extremely low pressures 

and could be a potentially cheaper solution for production of PLA. 
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1.4 PLA-based block copolymers 
PLA is widely used for various applications, ranging from biomedical, packaging, textile 

fibers to technological items.3 Nonetheless, PLA suffers from some drawbacks, such as 

hydrophobicity and subsequently entrapment by macrophages through opsonization, long-term 

degradation time associated with microenvironment acidification (the latter causing inflammatory or 

allergic reactions), low loading for hydrophilic drugs and initial burst release.39 

In this regard, numerous efforts have been devoted to overcome these downsides. Co- 

polymerization with other polymers can be helpful for resolving the problems of PLA homo- 

polymeric systems. 

Thanks to the advancement of polymer synthetic strategies, PLA-based block co-polymers 

(BCPs) with defined architectures and precisely controlled molecular weights can be synthesized. The 

main synthetic strategies include: (1) the controlled polymerization of monomers; (2) the versatile 

post-polymerization end-functionalization by coupling reactions.40 

Figure 18 illustrates a few examples of the many architectures of BCPs, which can be 

configured into linear, branched (graft and star), and cyclic polymers. Complex polymeric 

architectures can be synthesized either with the use of specially tailored starting compounds or by 

first synthesizing linear chains which undergo further reactions to become connected together. 

In addition to the one-dimensional (linear BCPs) and two-dimensional (brush) polymers, also 

the three-dimensional polymers have gaining a great importance, represented by hyperbranched 

polymers and dendrimers. 
 
 

Figure 18: Representative architectures of linear block terpolymers, ‘comb’ graft copolymers, 
miktoarm star terpolymers and cyclic block terpolymers 

 
 

Each polymeric architecture exerts a huge influence on the physical and chemical properties 

of the final material and, consequently, on the application field.37 
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In linear polymers the repeating units are joined together end to end in a single flexible chain. 

Copolymerization of different linear blocks leads to obtain a final product with tailored   properties, 

e.g. amphiphilic block copolymers. 

The introduction of branching to the PLA backbone is one highly effective approach to tailor 

the physical properties, to obtain more interesting rheological and mechanical properties, such as a 

lower viscosity or an increase of the polymer strength.37 

Graft polymers are constituted by a linear polymer backbone on which side chains or branches 

of different nature are linked.41 

Cyclic polymers are produced by ring-closure techniques involving the coupling of the 

reactive chain ends of a linear polymer to yield a cycle. Due to their shape and smaller hydrodynamic 

volume, cyclic polymers aggregates in smaller sized particles, compared to linear analogs.42,45 

Star polymers present one multifunctional molecule centre (core) on which three or more 

polymeric arms are linked. Arms can be similar in length and chemical composition (regular star 

polymers), or different (miktoarm polymers). They can be prepared starting by the core (approach 

core-first) or starting by arms (approach arm-first).43 One of the advantages of star polymer respect to 

linear analog with the same molecular weight is the reduced toxicity on human cells. In fact, the latter 

present not only more end-groups functionalizable but also shorter polymeric chains that are easier 

degraded and excreted., decreasing toxic effects on human body.44 

One of the most common example of a PLA-based block copolymer is the poly(Lactic Acid)- 

co-(Glycolic Acid) (PLGA, Figure 19). PLGA has attracted considerable interest for biomedical 

applications due to its biocompatibility, approval for clinical use in humans by the FDA, tailored 

cristallinity and biodegradation rate, depending on the molecular weight and copolymer ratio, 

versatility by chemical functionalization.45 Notably, the first FDA-approved drug delivery system 

(Lupron® Depot) based on a biodegradable polymer, released in 1989, consists of PLGA 

microspheres encapsulating leuprolide for the treatment of prostate cancer. The leuprolide release rate 

from the formulation is controlled by the biodegradation of PLGA, allowing a sustained drug release 

profile and minimizing toxic side effects and increase patient compliance.46 

Figure 19: PLGA structure, where x represents number of Lactic Acid monomeric units 
and y represents number of Glycolic Acid monomeric units 
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The co-polymerization of PLA with hydrophilic polymers (i.e. polyethylene glycol, 

polysaccharides, polipeptides, etc...) produces powerful amphiphilic copolymers which are able to 

spontaneously self-assemble in an aqueous environment into different topological architectures, 

including micelles, vesicles, nanocapsules, nanospheres, depending on the polymer architecture, 

molar mass and chemical composition.40 

The self-assembly is the process by which an organized structure spontaneously forms from 

individual components, as a result of specific, local interactions among the components. When 

amphiphilic BCPs self-assemble forming nanoparticles in water, the hydrophilic portion is freely 

exposed toward aqueous solution, whereas the hydrophobic moiety constitutes the core incorporating 

hydrophobic drugs (Figure 20). Consequently, such nanoparticles own a core-shell structure, in 

which the hydrophobic core serves as a compartment for the loading of hydrophobic biomolecules, 

and their subsequent sustained release; the hydrophilic shell formed by the hydrophilic block could 

stabilize nanoparticles in aqueous solution and prolong the blood circulation of nanoparticles. 
 

Figure 20: Nanoparticle formation and structure 
 

The PLA-based amphiphilic block copolymers that are most used for biological applications 

are obtained by the covalent grafting of polyethylene glycol or hyaluronic acid onto PLA backbone. 

Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a linear glycosaminoglycan composed of N-acetyl-D glucosamine 

and D-glucuronic acid units and it is a component of extracellular matrixes in human body. HA shows 

excellent potential for application in drug delivery, wound healing and tissue engineering due to its 

good biocompatibility, biodegradability and to the ability to improve tumor cell targeting of 

nanoparticles, owing to the specific binding with CD44 receptors highly expressed on the cancer cell 

surface.47 

Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is a hydrophilic polymer, consisting of (OCH2CH2) repeating units, 

biocompatible, approved by the FDA for food, cosmetics and pharmaceutical purposes and by the 

European Agency for Medicaments (EMA). 
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PEG can be synthesized via anionic polymerization of ethylene oxide and a hydroxyl initiator. 

If the initiator is the hydroxyl ion, the diol is obtained, whereas the mono-methoxy polyethylene glycol 

(mPEG) is obtained when the initiator is the methoxy ion. Hydroxyl group could derive from water, 

ethylene glycol, or any diols or also from epoxyethane by ring-opening polymerization.48 

Linear PEG bears only two hydroxyl functional groups. The ability to graft a variety of reactive 

groups to the terminal sites of PEG has greatly expanded its scope and applications. Therefore, 

commercial mono- and di-functionalized PEG are available with different activated functional groups 

and degrees of polymerization (Figure 21). Hetero- and homo-bifunctional PEG are especially 

suitable as cross-linking agents or spacers between two chemical entities, whereas mono-functional 

PEG prevent bridging reactions.49 

The physico-chemical properties of PEG vary from viscous liquids to waxy solids according to 

their molecular weight, although all PEG -from oligomers up to those of a few million molecular 

weight- are totally and highly water soluble. Moreover, the solubility of PEG in organic solvents is 

affected by molecular weight. In particular, liquid PEGs (100-700 Da) are soluble in acetone, alcohols, 

benzene, glycerin, and glycols. Solid PEGs (>1000 Da) are soluble in acetone, dichloromethane, 

ethanol 95%, and methanol; and they are slightly soluble in aliphatic  hydrocarbons and ether. Also 

the half-life and the fate of PEG is governed by the molecular weight.50 

PEG fate in human body is strictly dependent on its molecular weight. Oligomers with a molar 

mass below 400 Da were found to be toxic in humans since they are processed by alcohol and 

aldehyde dehydrogenase enzymes to form oxidized products (i.e. hydroxyl acid and diacid 

metabolites). This metabolism is significantly reduced with increasing molar mass. On the other hand, 

the molecular weight should not exceed the renal clearance threshold to allow the complete excretion 

of the polymer: it seems that PEG with a molar mass below 20 kDa is easily excreted by renal 

filtration, while higher molar mass PEG is eliminated slowly and clearance through the liver becomes 

predominant. To overcome these drawbacks, branched, grafted and multiarm PEGs can be used to 

obtain systems more easily excreted.51,52 
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Figure 21: Structures of PEG, mPEG and some representative PEG derivatives. 
 
 

The covalent grafting of PEG onto the PLA backbone, the so called “PEGylation”, improves 

the water solubility and biocompatibility, useful for drug delivery applications. Moreover, it increases 

the blood circulation half-life of the polymeric nanoparticles, avoiding the opsonization. Opsonization 

is the process by which a foreign organism or particle becomes covered with opsonin proteins, thereby 

making it more visible to phagocytic cells. Opsonins are proteins of the blood serum that quickly bind 

foreign nanoparticles, allowing macrophages of the mononuclear phagocytic system (MPS) to easily 

recognize and remove them, before they can perform their designed therapeutic function. PEGylation 

is one of the methods used for camouflaging or masking nanoparticles, conferring “stealth 

properties”, which allow them to temporarily bypass recognition by the MPS, increasing blood 

circulation half-life.53 

The copolymer PLA-PEG is one of the most promising amphiphilic material very suitable for 

producing micelles as drug/gene delivery systems (Figure 22), owing to the excellent 

physicochemical and biological characteristics, namely nontoxicity, non-protein adsorption, and 

weakened uptake by the reticulo-endothelial system (RES) after intravenous injection.54 
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Figure 22: Schematic illustration of PLA-PEG micelles and their biological applications54 

 
Notably, Genexol-PM (Samyang Co., Seoul, Korea) is a biodegradable polymeric micellar 

formulation of paclitaxel based on PEG–PLA copolymer, approved in Korea in 2007 for the treatment 

of breast, lung, and ovarian cancers55. In vivo, Genexol-PM shows greater antitumor activity and 

higher concentrations in tumor tissues compared to conventional paclitaxel. Moreover, it is currently 

under clinical development in the USA.56 

 
 
 
1.5 Biological Applications 
One of the main drawback of conventional chemotherapy is the non-specific distribution of the drug 

in the body which causes side effects to healthy cells and reduced therapeutic efficacy, as the drug 

concentration reaching the tumor target site is reduced.57 

The emergence of polymer-based nanomaterials used as versatile drug delivery systems (DDS) 

has opened new perspectives in the modern chemotherapy. Currently, nanoscale DDS such as 

nanoparticles, nanoliposome, nanoemulsions, nanosuspensions, dendrimers, and nanosponge are 

believed to have the potential to revolutionize the drug delivery strategy.58 
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In this regard, amphiphilic block copolymers (e.g. PLA-PEG) able to form polymeric 

nanoconstructs, typically with dimensions below 200 nm, have gained increasing interest for the 

efficient delivery of biomolecules. These nanosystems possess unique characteristics for drug delivery 

applications, such as tailored size and design flexibility, improved stability, prolonged circulation life-

time, enhanced drug solubility and bioavailability, reduced toxicity, controlled and sustained drug 

release.57 

The drug(s) can be loaded in polymer-based DDS via physical encapsulation or via chemical 

conjugation, to form polymer-drug conjugates. 

One of the main purposes of any DDS is to release the drug, selectively, to the target pathological site 

(targeting), reducing toxicity towards peripheral healthy tissues. Ideally, the DDS could act as a 

“magic bullet” recognizing cancer cells only. Two strategies of drug targeting can be applied to the 

site of action, active or passive targeting (Figure 23). The passive targeting is strictly related to the 

distinctive characteristics of the tumor microenvironment that facilitate accumulation of nanovectors, 

as a result of the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) phenomenon, first described by Maeda 

and Matsumura.59 

The EPR effect is based on the combination of factors inherent to the nanoparticle itself (size, 

shape, surface charge), with factors associated with the neoplastic tissues.60 Solid tumors have an 

altered vascular pathophysiology61. In fact, tumor growth is generally accompanied by 

hypervascularization, that results in an abnormal blood flow and lack lymphatic drainage.  Moreover, 

the characteristic defective endothelial cells with wide fenestrations cause enhanced permeability 

towards nanocarriers that could be easily entrapped and accumulated in tumor  tissues.62 

Active targeting requires cell-specific ligands, covalently linked to the surface of engineered 

polymeric nanoparticles, including antibodies, aptamers, sugar moieties, peptides and whole proteins 

(e.g., transferrin) and different receptor ligands (e.g., folic acid, RGD peptide).63 Specific interactions 

between these ligands on the nanocarrier surface and receptors expressed on the tumor cells facilitate 

nanoparticle internalization by triggering receptor-mediated endocytosis. 

Currently, the development of targeted-modified, stimuli-responsive, multifunctional PLA- 

based drug carriers attracts a great scientific interest as a promising frontier for biomedical science 

and nanotechnology. 
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Figure 23: Representative internalization mechanism of nanoparticles: active targeting strategy.64 
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Chapter 2 
 
2.1 Alkyne-functionalized PLA 

End-functionalization (“end-capping”) is a feasible way to introduce into PLA backbone a 

variety of functional groups that can be conjugated with hydrophilic polymers (i.e. polyethylene 

glycol, polysaccharides, polipeptides…), targeting agents, fluorescent probes, etc… 

The recent developments of click chemistry and its combination with controlled 

polymerization techniques have provided powerful tools in polymer chemistry.1 Among the click 

chemistry reactions, the copper(I)-catalyzed azide-alkyne 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition (CuAAC) is 

widely used for the synthesis of functional polymeric architectures2,3 due to the mild reaction 

conditions, high yield, simple work-up and good tolerance to a variety of functional groups. In fact, 

the selectivity of this approach allows to perform coupling reactions in the presence of various 

functional groups without cross-linking, branching or other side reactions. 

Moreover, the application of click chemistry to aliphatic polyesters is a valid way to overcome 

the sensitivity of the polyester backbone to the conditions required for many conventional organic 

reactions.1,4 

The functionalization of PLA via click chemistry is a powerful synthetic tool for the generation 

of novel biodegradable PLA derivatives with favorable physical properties, i.e. amphiphilicity,5 or 

with stimuli-responsive or fluorescence properties.5,6 Moreover, click chemistry can be exploited for 

the preparation of polymer-drug conjugates, in which the drug is covalently bounded to the polymer 

scaffold through linkages that may be cleaved in vivo, under desirable circumstances, for drug release. 

The drug conjugation strategy is a good alternative to the physical incorporation of the 

biomolecule into the polymeric nanovector.7 

Generally, the click post-modification of PLA is realized starting from a clickable alkyne- 

functionalized PLA. To date, the introduction of alkyne groups in the PLA backbone has been 

achieved by two main ways: (i) (organo)catalyzed ROP of native lactide with propargyl alcohol8 or, 

more generally, with ethynyl-functionalized initiators;8 alternatively, ROP of acetylene functionalized 

lactide,2 (ii) esterification of hydroxyl end-groups of PLA with pentynoic acid catalyzed by 4-

dimethylaminopyridine.9 Moreover, recently, an intra-chain transesterification with propargyl alcohol 

catalyzed by dibutyltindilaurate (DBTDL) has been reported by Volet and coworkers, for the 

introduction of alkynyl moieties in the PLA backbone.10,11 The transesterification was carried out with 

a large excess of alkyne donor (0.25 equivalents of propargyl alcohol for 
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monomeric unit of PLA) yielding an impressive cleaving of the high molecular weight PLA chain 

(from Mn=8.72×104 g mol−1 to 1.6×103 g mol−1), depending on reaction time and catalyst 

concentration. A series of alkynyl-terminated PLA with various molecular weights was obtained to 

be used for the preparation of amphiphilic graft copolymers.10,11 

 
2.2 “Clickable” PLA by intra-chain solvent-free amidation 

We have recently proposed an innovative solvent- and catalyst-free method for the grafting of 

alkyne end-groups in the PLA backbone.5 Propargylamine has been selected as alkyne donor, due to 

its ability to react in solvent-free reactions12,13 and its high reactivity towards intra-chain ester groups 

of PLA. 

The reaction (Scheme 1) was performed at 75 °C, under vacuum, into a Kugelrohr apparatus 

in the presence of phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5) as dehydrating agent. First, the mixing of PLA (1) 

and propargylamine (2) in dichloromethane, followed by solvent evaporation under argon flow, 

allowed the formation of an amorphous organic film that guaranteed the homogeneity of the reaction 

mixture and the reactivity of propargylamine under vacuum/heating/solvent-free conditions. 

According to general solvent-free procedures, an initial excess of propargylamine must be 

guaranteed: it will be partially “stripped-off” (b.p. 83 °C) and lost under vacuum during the  reaction, 

avoiding tedious workup to eventually remove unreacted traces. 

Two different polymeric populations (PLA-Prg 3a+3b) were obtained by the intra-chain 

amidation, as the hydroxyl groups previously engaged into the intrachain ester linkages were released 

as soon as the propargylamide groups were formed (Scheme 1). In particular, the polymeric 

population 3a resulted from the intrachain amidation, whereas 3b is the “formal” leaving group of the 

reaction. 
 

Scheme 1. Solvent-free intra-chain amidation reaction between PLA and propargylamine 
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The reaction was monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 1). At the time t=0, the 

characteristic signals of PLA monomeric units at δ 5.2 and 1.5 ppm (CH and CH3, respectively), 

together with the signals of propargylamine at δ 3.5 (CH2) and 2.3 ppm (≡CH), can be clearly observed 

(Fig. 1, blue trace). The 1H NMR spectra of the crude reaction mixture was recorded after 8 h and 16 

h (Fig. 1, green and red traces, respectively), showing a novel signal at δ 4.1 ppm due to the CH2 

protons of the new propargylamide moiety downfield shifted from 3.5 ppm. Moreover, as the intra-

chain amidation generated free hydroxyl groups, the peak at δ 4.3 ppm relative to the CH protons of 

the hydroxyl end-groups of both populations, became evident, together with amidic NH signals at δ 

6.4, 6.5, 6.6 ppm. The new signals grew up to 16 h, whereupon the reaction was left under vacuum for 

an additional hour to remove unreacted traces of propargylamine. 
 
 

Figure 1. Monitoring of the progress of PLA functionalization with propargylamine, by 1H NMR spectroscopy. 

All the spectra were recorded in CDCl3  at r.t. 
 
 

MALDI-TOF MS analyses confirmed the successful insertion of propargylamide moiety in 

the PLA backbone (Figure 2): two series of peaks (revealed as MNa+) were mainly detected in the 
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spectrum of PLA-Prg at m/z 1087+n72, “*”, and at m/z 1121+n72, “#”, corresponding to 3a and 3b 

populations, respectively. 
 

Figure 2. MALDI TOF mass spectrum of PLA-Prg 
 
 

The synthetic procedure was tested at two different PLA/propargylamine molar ratio (1:10; 

1:20) and the efficiency was determined in terms of functionalization degree and molecular weights. 

The average molecular weights of PLA-Prg were determined by GPC-MALS on the crude solvent- 

free reaction mixture. With respect to the commercial PLA (Mw 13960, Mn 10470), lower molecular 

weights were expected for PLA-Prg, as a consequence of the intra-chain amidation. In fact, the 

molecular weight values were slightly decreased for the 1:10 ratio (Mw 8460, Mn 5600) and 

almost halved for the 1:20 ratio (Mw 6210, Mn 4990) (Figure 3). 
 
 

 

Figure 3. GPC traces of PLA (black), PLA-Prg 1:10 (red), PLA-Prg 1:20 (green) 
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Comparing the results of our solvent-free amidation with the transesterification proposed by 

Volet and coworkers,10,11 our strategy showed several advantages such as one-step reaction, mild 

conditions, absence of catalyst, solvent, and tedious workup. Moreover, a restrained cleaving of PLA 

chain was observed, since only ≈2 ester bonds have been broken under our experimental conditions, 

as determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy which allowed to calculate a functionalization of PLA in 

terms of grafted alkynes of 0.9 w/w% (0.016 mmol/100 mg) and 1.1% w/w (0.020 mmol/100 mg), 

using 1:10 and 1:20 ratio, respectively, corresponding to ≈2 broken ester bonds. 

 
2.3 Esterification of PLA hydroxyl groups with pentynoic 

anhydride 

 
Furthermore, the free hydroxyl end-groups of both polymeric populations (PLA-Prg 3a+3b) 

obtained by solvent-free amidation have been further derivatized by esterification with pentynoic 

anhydride, with the aim to increase the alkyne functionalities on the polymer backbone. 

Interestingly, the association of the two synthetic procedures (solvent-free amidation followed 

by esterification) allowed the derivatization of both carbonyl and hydroxyl groups of PLA, leading to 

an overall amount of alkynyl functionalities suitable for click chemistry exploitation. 

The pent-4-ynoic anhydride (4) was prepared from the commercial pent-4-ynoic acid using 

EDC as dehydrating agent. The esterification of PLA-Prg 3a+3b was carried out in anhydrous 

dichloromethane in the presence of dry pyridine and dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP), leading to 

PLA-Prg-Pent (5a+ 5b) (Scheme 2). 

 
 

Scheme 2. Esterification of PLA hydroxyl groups with pentynoic anhydride 
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The 1H NMR spectrum of PLA-Prg-Pent (Figure 4) showed a novel set of signals related to 

the pentynoic end-group protons (CH2CH2C≡CH) at δ 2.6, 2.5, 1.9 ppm, together with the 

disappearance of the peak at δ 4.3 ppm, confirming the quantitative esterification of the terminal 

hydroxyl groups of PLA. 

Figure 4. 1H NMR spectrum of PLA-Prg-Pent recorded in CDCl3  at r.t. 
 
 

MALDI-TOF MS analysis further confirmed the complete transformation, as two series of 

peaks (revealed as MNa+) were mainly detected at m/z 1022+n72, “*”, and at m/z 985+n72, “#”, 

corresponding to the expected species 5a and 5b (Figure 5). 

 
 

Figure 5. MALDI TOF mass spectrum of PLA-Prg-Pent. 
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GPC-MALS analysis showed Mw 8990, Mn 7340 and Mw 6680, Mn 5630 for PLA-Prg- Pent 

obtained from the 1:10 and 1:20 samples, respectively. A slight decrease of the PDI was observed for 

PLA-Prg-Pent respect to PLA-Prg, since the low-molecular weight oligomers were removed during 

workup by washing with water. 

The weight average molecular weight (Mw), number average molecular weight (Mn), and 

polydispersity index (PDI) of the different PLA derivatives are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1 
 

 Mw (g/mol)a Mn (g/mol) a PDI 

Native PLA 13960 10470 1.33 

PLA-Prg 1:10 8460 5600 1.51 

PLA-Prg 1:20 6210 4990 1.24 

PLA-Prg (1:10)-Pent 8990 7340 1.22 

PLA-Prg (1:20)-Pent 6680 5630 1.18 

 
aCalculated by GPC. 

 

The overall amount of alkynyl functionalities, calculated by 1H NMR spectroscopy, resulted 

5.0 w/w % for PLA-Prg (1:10)-Pent and 6.4 w/w % for PLA-Prg (1:20)-Pent. 

On the basis of the molecular weight values and the functionalization degree, we can state out 

that both 1:10 and 1:20 ratio have proved to be good conditions for the grafting of terminal alkyne 

groups in the PLA scaffold, with the 1:10 ratio giving the best compromise between an adequate 

functionalization and the control of the molecular weight. 

 
2.4 Click coupling of alkyne-functionalized PLA 

It’s well known that “clickable” alkyne-grafted PLA are useful building blocks for the 

synthesis of a variety of functionalized polymers by Cu(I)-catalyzed cycloaddition reaction (CuAAC) 

with azide derivatives.5,6 

In order to determine the feasibility of the CuAAC reaction and to test the “clickable” 

properties of PLA-Prg-Pent (5a+5b), we selected methoxypolyethylene glycol azide (mPEG-N3), 

azide-fluor 545 (Flu-N3) and folate-azide (FA-N3) as models of hydrophilic polymer, fluorescent 

probe, and targeting ligand, respectively. 

The azide derivatives mPEG-N3 and Flu-N3 were commercially available, whereas FA-N3 

was  synthesized  in  our  laboratories  by  amide  coupling  protocol  (Scheme  3), according to a 
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previously reported procedure,14 with slight modifications. To ensure the high affinity for the folate 

FR-α receptor, the γ-carboxyl moiety of folic acid was covalently linked to the free amine group of N-

(2-(2-(2-aminoethoxy)ethoxy)ethyl)-4-(azidomethyl)benzamide. 

The structure of FA-N3 was confirmed by NMR spectroscopy and MALDI-ToF analysis, that 

unambiguously confirmed the expected mass values exhibiting the value of the sodiated specie at m/z 

753.62 Da (MNa+) (Experimental). 
 
 

Scheme 3. Multi-step synthesis of FA-N3 

 
The click couplings of PLA-Prg-Pent (5a+5b) with mPEG-N3, Flu-N3, and FA-N3 (Scheme 

1) were performed in mild conditions, at room temperature, under inert atmosphere, in anhydrous 

dimethylformamide (DMF) and in the presence of CuSO4/sodium ascorbate as a source of Cu(I). 

The reactions yielded the amphiphilic PLA-PEG copolymer, the fluorescence-labeled PLA- 

Flu, and the folate receptor-targeted PLA-FA, respectively. All the functionalized PLA derivatives 

were characterized by complementary techniques, such as 1H NMR spectroscopy, GPC/SEC-MALS 

measurements. 
 
 

Scheme 4. CuAAC click coupling of PLA-Prg-Pent with mPEG-N3, Flu-N3  and FA-N3 
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1H NMR spectroscopy confirmed the formation of the expected triazole unit, with the typical 

H-5 proton signal in the aromatic region. According to literature data,9 the two signals at δ 7.5 and 

7.7 ppm can be attributed to the triazole rings originated by the pentynoic moieties, while the 

resonance at δ 8.0 ppm can be related to the triazole ring originated by the propargyl fragment. 

The GPC analysis of PLA-Flu (Figure 6) was carried out by connecting in parallel a 

differential refractometer (DR) detector, revealing all the compounds eluted from the column, and a 

UV–visible spectrophotometer (UV) set at the λmax of Flu-N3 (545 nm), that revealed only the eluted 

compounds containing the fluorophore units. The analysis obtained by the two detectors (black and 

red lines, Figure 6) yielded superimposable traces that confirmed the successful synthesis of PLA- 

Flu. 

Figure 6. GPC traces of PLA-Flu obtained using two detectors connected in parallel 

(red line: UV–visible @545 nm detector; black line: differential refractometer detector) 

 
 

2.5 Biological applications 
 

All the three PLA derivatives (PLA-PEG, PLA-Flu and PLA-FA) are endowed with 

interesting properties and could be further exploited for biological applications. 

Currently, our attention was focused on the preparation of PLA-Flu and PLA-FA nanoparticles 

(NPs) loaded with Salinomycin (Sal, Figure 7), to evaluate their biological activityon osteosarcoma 

cancer stem cells. 
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Figure 7. Chemical formula of Salinomycin 

 
 

Osteosarcoma (OS) is the most common primary malignant tumor of bone, with an annual 

incidence worldwide of approximately 5.6 cases per million, typically diagnosed in children and 

young adults.15 The current care combines surgery and intensive chemotherapy protocols based on the 

combination of cytotoxic drugs (e.g. doxorubicin, methotrexate, cisplatin, etc.).16 

In this scenario, a special attention was recently paid to Sal, as an alternative to traditional 

anticancer drug due to its potent activity against OS cancer stem cells (CSCs). CSCs represent the 

primary tumor initiator cells, responsible for metastasis, recurrences and multi-drug resistance. They 

are more resistant than the normal cancer cells to conventional therapies17, representing a novel target 

for cancer treatment. 

Actually, Sal is widely used as ionophoric coccidiostat antibiotic in poultry and growth 

promoter in livestock. Its potentiality as a human drug candidate was discovered by Gupta in 2009 

within a high-throughput screening over 16000 chemicals to select the ones targeting CSCs.18 Within 

that screening, SAL resulted nearly 100-fold more effective towards the breast CSCs than paclitaxel 

(Taxol®), commonly used for breast cancer treatment. 

However, the clinic application of Sal for cancer treatment is greatly hindered by the poor 

pharmacokinetics and systemic toxicity19. 

In this context, the development of novel drug delivery systems incorporating Sal could represent a 

promising strategy to overcome these drawbacks, increasing the solubility, the bioavailability, the 

selective accumulation into the target site, enhancing the therapeutic efficacy. 

To date, only few papers reported Sal-loaded polymeric nanoparticles to treat drug-resistant cancer 

cells or CSCs.20-22 

For the preparation of PLA-Flu nanoparticles loaded with Sal (PLA-Flu/Sal NPs), the 

nanoprecipitation method was adopted. The nanoprecipitation is one of the most commonly used 

methods for the preparation of polymeric NPs, also known as solvent displacement method, developed 

by Fessi and coworkers.23 Briefly, this technique requires two solvents that are miscible in each other. 

Typically, a solution of drug and polymer in organic solvent (i.e. acetone, methanol) was added 

dropwise  to  an  aqueous  solution  under  vigorous  stirring;  the  suspension  was  stirred  at  room 
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temperature until the organic solvent evaporated. The NPs were recovered by centrifugation and 

lyophilization (Figure 8). 

Acetone was used for PLA-Flu/Sal NPs preparation, whereas a modified nanoprecipitation 

method, using dimethylsulfoxide was adopted for PLA-FA/Sal NPs, due to the poor solubility of 

PLA-FA in acetone (see Experimental). 

For comparison, unloaded NPs (blank NPs) were prepared by the same method, starting from 

an organic solution of polymer in acetone or DMSO, without drug. Also, empty PLA NPs and 

PLA/Sal NPs were prepared and used for antitumoral assays. 

Preliminary DLS analysis evidenced an average size of 50-100 nm. 
 
 

Figure 8. Schematic representation of PLA-Flu/Sal NPs preparation by nanoprecipitation 
 
 

The biological investigation on the antitumoral effect of Sal loaded into the PLA-based NPs 

towards OS CSCs is currently in progress at ISTEC (Institute of Science and Technology for 

Ceramics) belonging to the CNR Department of Chemical Science and Materials Technology (Faenza 

(RA), Italy). 

The presence of a fluorophore in PLA-Flu NPs will allow to investigate the cellular 

internalization, intracellular trafficking and accumulation into organelles of the polymeric NPs. The 

presence of an active targeting ligand (i.e. folate) on the surface of PLA-FA NPs could enable specific 

interactions between folate and specific receptor expressed on tumoral cells, enhancing NPs 

internalization by receptor-mediated endocytosis. 

First, the cytotoxicity of the polymeric NPs will be assessed, without drug, on human 

mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) through the evaluation of the induction of apoptosis, autophagy and 

production of reactive oxidative species. The cellular uptake, intracellular localization and 

degradation of 
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fluoroprobe-loaded NPs will be evaluated. The anticancer activity will be evaluated by investigating 

the ability of Sal-loaded NPs to suppressed the sphere-forming capacity and chemoresistance in OS 

CSCs without severe side effects on MSCs. 
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2.6 Experimental section 

2.6.1 Materials and Methods 
Poly(lactic acid) (Mw 7000-17000), propargylamine, N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N′- 

ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), pent-4-ynoic acid, 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP), 

anhydrous pyridine, methoxypolyethylene glycol azide (mPEG-N3), azide-fluor 545 (Flu-N3), 

anhydrous dimethylformamide (DMF) anhydrous dichloromethane (DCM), Salinomycin sodium salt 

and other solvents and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian 500 and 300 MHz spectrometer at room temperature (25 

°C). MALDI-TOF mass spectra were collected by a Voyager DE (PerSeptive Biosystem) using a 

delay extraction procedure (25 kV applied after 2600 ns with a potential gradient of454 V mm–1 and 

a wire voltage of 25 V) and detecting the ions in linear mode. The instrument was equipped with a 

nitrogen laser (emission at 337 nm for 3 ns) and a flash AD converter (time base 2 ns). In order to 

avoid the polymer fragmentation, laser irradiance was maintained slightly above threshold. Each 

spectrum was an average of 32 laser shots. The analyses were performed by loading on the sample 

plate 0.1 mmol of sample and 40 mmol of trans-2-[3-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-2- methyl-2 

propenylidene]-malononitrile (DCTB) as a matrix, using THF as a solvent. 5,10-di(p- 

dodecanoxyphenyl)-15,20-di(p-hydroxyphenyl) porphyrin (C68H78N4O4, 1014 Da), tetrakis(p- 

dodecanoxyphenyl)porphyrin (C92H126N4O4, 1350 Da) and a PEG sample of known molecular 

structure were used as external standards for m/z calibration. Molecular weight and molecular weight 

distribution  were  determined  by  a  PL-GPC  110  (Polymer  Laboratories)  thermostated   system, 

equipped with two mixed-D and one mixed-E PL-gel 5 μm columns joined in series. A differential 

refractometer (Polymer Laboratories) and a multi-angle laser light scattering detector DAWN 
HELEOS (Wyatt Technology Corporation), connected in parallel, were used as detectors. THF was 

used as the mobile phase (flow rate of 1 mL/min). Ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometry (UV–Vis) 

Shimadzu 1601 was used to quantify the amount of conjugated azide-fluor 545, by dissolving 0.5 mg 

of PLA-Flu in 2 mL of water. On the basis of optical absorbance data and molar extinction coefficient 
(92000 cm−1M−1), the dye content was estimated using the following equation: dye content = (dye 

weight in the conjugate/weight of the conjugate) × 100. NPs sizes were determined by means of a 

miniDAWN Treos (Wyatt Technology) multi-angle light scattering detector, equipped with a Wyatt 

QELS DLS Module. The measurements were performed at 25°C using the ASTRA 6.0.1.10 software 

(Wyatt) to analyzing the data. The drug loading was determined by means of a PL-GPC 110 (Polymer 

Laboratories) thermostated system, equipped with three PL-gel 5 mm columns (two Mixed-D    and 
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one Mixed-E) attached in series. The analyses were performed at 35 ± 0.1°C using THF as eluent at 

a flow rate of 1 mL/min. A differential refractometer (Polymer Laboratories) was used as detector. 

 
 
2.6.2 Synthesis of PLA-Prg (3a+3b) 
In a small glass vial, PLA (200 mg, 0.019 mmol; 3 mmol monomeric units) was dissolved into 2 mL 

of anhydrous DCM. Then propargylamine (molar ratio 1:10 and 1:20 PLA/Propargylamine) was 

added and the solution was sonicated for 5 min, till complete dissolution of reagents. Solvent was 

evaporated under argon flow to obtain a thin layer on vial wall. Finally, the vial was put in Kugelrohr 

apparatus at 75°C, under vacuum, in presence of P2O5. Samples were taken at regular times to monitor 

the reaction by 1H NMR analysis. The new signals of the product PLA-Prg grew up to 16 h. The 

reaction was left an hour more under vacuum to remove excess of propargylamine. The final product 

was used without further purification in the next synthetic step. A blank experiment was carried out 

in the same experimental conditions without propargylamine, demonstrating no changes on polymer 

molecular weight. 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 6.6 (br s, NH), 6.5 (br s, NH), 6.4 (br s, NH), 5.2 (m, CH PLA), 4.3 

(m, CH-OH), 4.1 (m, CH2N), 2.3 (m, C≡CH), 1.5 (m, CH3 PLA). 
 
 

2.6.3 Synthesis of PLA-Prg-Pent (5a+5b) 
PLA-Prg (0.04 mmol) was dissolved in 3 mL of anhydrous DCM into a round bottom flask under 

inert atmosphere, followed by the addition of dry pyridine (0.2 mmol) and DMAP (0.2 mmol). Pent- 

4-ynoic anhydride (0.64 mmol) previously dissolved in 8 mL of anhydrous DCM was added and the 

solution was stirred overnight at room temperature. The crude reaction was extracted with distilled 

water, dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated under vacuum, leading to PLA-Prg-Pent as pale yellow oil. 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 6.6 (br s, NH), 6.5 (br s, NH), 6.4 (br s, NH), 5.2 (m, CH PLA), 4.1 

(m, CH2Nprg), 2.6 (m, CH2pent), 2.5 (m, CH2pent), 2.3 (m, C≡CHprg), 1.9 (m, C≡CHpent), 1.5 (m, CH3 

PLA). 

 
2.6.4 Synthesis of FA-N3 

2.6.4.1 Synthesis of N-(2-(2-(2-aminoethoxy)ethoxy)ethyl)-4-(azidomethyl)benzamide (4) 

A solution of 4-bromomethyl benzoic acid (1) (2.23 g, 13 mmol) and sodium azide (2.55 g, 39.2 

mmol) in DMSO (10 mL) was stirred for 48h at 80 °C. After cooling to room temperature, 10 mL of 

deionized water and 20 mL of Et2O were added. The organic phase was extracted with water and 
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dried over MgSO4; the solvent was removed under reduced pressure to obtain the pure 4-azomethyl 

benzoic acid (2) (2.1 g, yield 95%). A solution of (2) (100 mg, 0.56 mmol) and EDCI (161 mg, 0.85 

mmol) in anhydrous DCM (20 mL) was stirred at room temperature for 20 min, followed by the 

addition of tert-butyl 2-(2-(2-aminoethoxy)ethoxy)ethylcarbamate (3) (139 mg, 0.56 mmol), HOBt 

(114 mg, 0.85 mmol) and DIPEA (86 mg, 0.67 mmol). The reaction mixture was stirred for 24 h at 

room temperature. The organic phase was washed with citric acid 10%, saturated sodium bicarbonate 

solution, water and eventually dried over Na2SO4. The solvent was removed under vacuum to obtain 

the Boc-protected product (194 mg, yield 85%). For the Boc-deprotection, the product (194 mg, 0.48 

mmol) was dissolved in DCM (10 mL) and TFA (1.18 g, 9.6 mmol,) was added dropwise. The mixture 

was stirred for 2 h. After addition of 2 mL of toluene, the solvent was removed under vacuum. The 

residue was dissolved in 4 mL of methanol, Amberlite resin was added and the mixture was stirred 

for 30 min. The solution was filtered, washed with methanol and the organic phase was concentrated 

under reduced pressure, to obtain (4) (167 mg, yield 88%). 1H NMR (CD3OD, 300 MHz): δ 3.08 (t, 

2H, J=6 Hz), 3.59 (t, 2H, J=6 Hz), 3.63-3.70 (m, 8H), 7.44 (d, 2H, J=9 Hz), 7.86 (d, 2H, J=9 Hz). 13C 

NMR (CD3OD, 75 MHz): δ 39.6, 39.8, 54.0, 66.5, 69.7, 69.8, 70.0, 127.8, 128.0, 139.0, 156.5, 167.7. 
 
 

2.6.4.2 Synthesis of FA-N3 

FA (5) (259 mg, 0.543 mmol) and EDCI (156 mg, 0.814 mmol) were solubilised in anhydrous DMF 

(15 mL) under sonication (5 min). To the stirring solution, HOBt (110 mg, 0.814 mmol) was added 

and the reaction mixture was stirred in the dark for 1 h. A solution of (4) (167 mg, 0.543 mmol) in 

2.5 mL of anhydrous DMF, dry pyridine (4.5 mL) and DIPEA (84 mg, 0.651 mmol) were added and 

the reaction mixture was stirred in the dark for 24 h at room temperature. The solvent was removed 

under vacuum and the residue was washed several times with diethylether and acetone. The solid 

material was dried to give an orange powder (FA-N3, 304 mg, 76 % yield) as inseparable mixture of 

γ-regioisomer and α-regioisomer. The 1H NMR spectrum indicated an almost exclusive γ-conjugation 

of FA whereas the amount of the α-regioisomer was negligible (≈1%). 
1H NMR (DMSO-d6, 300 MHz): δ 2.02-1.99 (m, 2H), 2.20-2.15 (m, 2H), 3.04-2.96 (m, 2H),  3.18- 

3.12 (m, 2H), 3.48-3.38 (m, 8H), 4.31-4.21 (m, 1H), 4.47-4.45 (m, 2H), 4.50 (s, 2H), 5.94 (bs, 1H), 

6.60 (d, 2H, J= 9 Hz), 6.94 (bs, 1H), 7.42 (d, 2H, J= 9 Hz), 7.62 (d, 2H, J= 9 Hz), 7.85 (d, 2H, J= 9 

Hz), 8.54 (bs, 1H), 8.63 (s, 1H), 11.41 (bs, 1H). 

MALDI-TOF: (m/z 753.62 Da [detected as MNa+] cld for C33H38N12O8 730.29 Da 
13C NMR (DMSO-d6, 300 MHz): δ 25.6, 30.58, 42.7, 53.5, 55.12, 69.06, 69.11, 69.2, 69.83,  113.58, 

121.29, 127.98, 128.74, 129.45, 139.28, 148.93, 150.79, 153.96, 155.42, 155.82, 161.13, 167.10 

167.51, 174.35, 191.66. 
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1H NMR FA-N3 (DMSO-d6)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

13C NMR FA-N3 (DMSO-d6)  
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2.6.5 Synthesis of PLA-PEG copolymer 
In a round bottom flask, under inert atmosphere, PLA-Prg-Pent (0.02 mmol), mPEG-N3 (0.02 

mmol), CuSO4 (0.04 mmol) and sodium ascorbate (0.08 mmol) were dissolved in 3 mL of 

anhydrous DMF. The reaction mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature.  Water was added 

to the crude reaction and a precipitate is formed. The suspension was centrifuged, the solid was 

washed two times with water and finally lyophilized to obtain PLA-PEG copolymer, as a white 

solid. 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 8.0 (s, H triazole), 7.7 (s, H triazole), 7.5 (s, H triazole), 6.6 (br s, 

NH), 6.5 (br s, NH), 6.4 (br s, NH), 5.2 (m, CH PLA), 4.4 (m, CH2C]C triazole), 4.0 (m, CH2NH 

unreacted alkyne moiety), 3.8–3.6 (s, CH2CH2O), 3.3 (s, CH3O), 3.0 (m, CH2N triazole), 2.6 (m, 

CH2pent), 2.5 (m, CH2pent unreacted alkyne moiety), 2.2 (m, C≡CHprg unreacted alkyne moiety), 1.9 

(m,  C≡CHpent  unreacted alkyne moiety),  1.5  (m, CH3  PLA). From  NMR analysis,  a content    of 

≈4 w/w % of PEG grafted on PLA was estimated. 
 

2.6.6 Synthesis of PLA-Flu 
In a round bottom flask, under inert atmosphere, PLA-Prg-Pent (0.02 mmol), Flu-N3 (0.02 mmol), 

CuSO4 (0.04 mmol) and sodium ascorbate (0.08 mmol) were dissolved in 3 mL of anhydrous  DMF. 

The reaction mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature. Water was added to the crude 

reaction, to obtain a precipitate. The suspension was centrifuged, the solid was washed with water 

two times and lyophilized to obtain PLA-Flu, as a pink solid. 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 8.0 (s, H triazole), 7.2-7.1 (m, Ar Hflu), 6.6 (br s, NH), 6.5 (br s,  
NH), 

6.4 (br s, NH), 5.2 (m, CH PLA), 4.4 (m, CH2C]C triazole), 4.0 (m, CH2NH unreacted alkyne 
moiety), 

3.7 (m, NCH3flu), 3.6 (m, CH2Oflu), 3.5 (m, CH2Oflu), 3.2 (m, CH2Nflu), 3.0 (m, CH2N triazole), 2.7 

(m, CH2pent), 2.2 (m, C≡CHprg unreacted alkyne moiety), 1.5 (m, CH3 PLA). 

The amount of dye conjugated on PLA backbone was estimated to be 1.7% by UV–Vis spectroscopy. 
 
 

2.6.7 Synthesis of PLA-FA 
In a round bottom flask, under inert atmosphere, PLA-Prg-Pent (0.02 mmol), FA-N3 (0.02 mmol), 

CuSO4 (0.04 mmol) and sodium ascorbate (0.08 mmol) were dissolved in 3 mL of anhydrous  DMF. 

The reaction mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature. Water was added to the crude 

reaction, to obtain a precipitate. The suspension was centrifuged, the solid was washed with water 

two times and lyophilized to obtain PLA-FA, as a yellowish solid. 
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1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ): selected peaks 11.41 (bs, 1H), 8.54 (bs, 1H), 8.43 (s, 1H), 7.86 

(m, 2H), 7.65 (m, 2H), 7.44 (m, 2H), 6.99 (bs, 1H), 6.76 (m, 2H), 5.16 (m, CH PLA), 4.98 (m, 

2H), 4.35 (s, 1H), 4.15 (m, 2H), 3.80-3.90 (m, 8H), 1.94 (m, 2H), 2.07 (m, 2H),1.45 (m, CH3  

PLA). 

 

2.6.7 Preparation of PLA-Flu/Sal NPs 
Sal was obtained from its sodium salt as already reported.19 Briefly, the Sal sodium salt was dissolved 

in DCM and vigorously stirred for 12 h with aqueous H2SO4 (pH 2.0). The organic phase was washed 

with water, until neutrality, and evaporated under reduced pressure to obtain an oil. The Sal-loaded 

PLA-Flu NPs with a polymer/drug weight ratio of 10 : 1 was prepared by nanoprecipitation as follows: 

PLA-Flu (40 mg) and Sal (4 mg) were co-dissolved in 8 ml of acetone. This organic phase was rapidly 

poured into 16 ml of un aqueous solution at rt under vigorous stirring. The organic solvent was removed 

by stirring overnight. Nanoparticles were then recovered by centrifugation for 20  min at 15000 rpm, 

washed two times with distilled water to remove unentrapped drug, and finally lyophilized to yield 

freeze-dried nanoparticles. 

 
2.6.8 Preparation of PLA-FA/Sal NPs 
A modified nanoprecipitation technique was used for the preparation of PLA-FA/Sal NPs due to the 

poor solubility in acetone. Briefly, 30 mg of PLA-FA and 3 mg of Sal were dissolved in 1 mL of 

dimethylsulfoxide. The organic solution was added dropwise in 30 mL of ultrapure water under 

moderate magnetic stirring at room temperature. The suspension was stirred for 3 h, followed by 

centrifugation (15000 rpm, 20 minutes). The solid was washed three times with deionized water and 

eventually lyophilized. Similarly, blank PLA-FA NPs were prepared using the same technique, without 

addition of the drug. 

 
2.6.9 Drug loading 
The drug content and the loading efficiency were determined by a suitable GPC method. A weighed 

amount of Sal-loaded NPs was dissolved in 1 ml of THF, sonicated and centrifuged (9000 rpm); the 

supernatant was analysed by GPC. The quantitative calibration curve was obtained analysing five 

mixtures of PLA-FA (or PLA-Flu) at knows content. For each analysis, the intensity ratio between FA 

(or Flu) and PLA signals was evaluated and correlated with its analytical amount. The drug amount in 

the Sal-loaded NPs samples was obtained in the same way and the amount of FA (or Flu) was calculated 
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from the best-fit equation obtained before. The following equations were used to calculate drug content 

and drug loading efficiency: Drug content (%) = (Drug weight in the NPs/Weight of the drug-loaded 

NPs) x 100; Drug loading efficiency (%) = (Drug weight in the NPs/Weight of drug used in the 

formulation) x 100.
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Chapter 3 
 
3.1 Star polymers 

Branched polymers such as star polymers, dendrimers, and hyperbranched polymers are going 

to increase interest due to their unique physicochemical properties, which are not accessible in 

conventional linear analogs1. 

Star polymers possess three dimensional branched architectures, with a structure consisting of 

multiple variable-length linear chains (arms) radiating from a central core. Although they might have 

high molecular weights, they own a good solubility and unique rheological and mechanical properties 

comparable to the corresponding linear polymers2. 

Furthermore, star polymers combine a spherical and compact shape with a high density of 

functionalizable end-groups and a core–shell structure similar to that of micelles. 

Their unique shape and attractive properties, such as low viscosity in dilute solutions, 

encapsulation capability, internal and peripheral functionality, high arm density, efficient synthesis 

and enhanced stimuli-responsiveness make them promising tools in various field, including drug and 

gene delivery3,4 , tissue engineering5, coatings6, etc. 

The principal methods employed for the synthesis of star polymer are (1) the core-first method 

(polymerization with a multifunctional initiator) and (2) the arm-first method (coupling of linear 

polymers with a multifunctional terminator)7. In the ‘core-first’ technique, a multifunctionalinitiator 

with a known number of initiating groups is used to trigger the polymerization of a monomer to 

produce arms of suitable lenght, while the ‘arm-first’ technique involves the coupling of linear 

polymer arms with either multifunctional coupling agents or difunctional monomers (Figure 1). The 

most commonly used method is the core-first approach and a perfect star-shaped structure of the final 

macromolecule is expected only when all functional groups start parallel and steady growth of the 

linear macromolecular arms. 

Synthetic control of the composition and length of the star polymer arms can be assured by 

controlled polymerization methods, such as atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), reversible 

addition–fragmentation chain-transfer (RAFT) radical polymerization, ring-opening metathesis 

polymerization (ROMP) and ring-opening polymerization (ROP)2. 

Moreover, the controlled introduction of different types of polymeric arms onto a single core 

scaffold needs often a combination of synthetic methodologies. As an example, the combination of 

one of those polymerization techniques with a click chemistry reaction (i.e., the CuI-catalyzed azide- 

alkyne cycloaddition, CuAAC) has emerged as a powerful tool for the preparation of   well-defined 
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star polymers, because of the mild reaction conditions and high tolerance of functional groups of the 

click reaction8. 
 
 

Figure 1. Arm-first and core-first techniques for preparing star polymers 
 
 

Depending on the chemical compositions of the arms, star polymers can be classified into 

“homoarm star polymers” or “miktoarm star polymers”. The first one consists of a symmetrical 

structure in which the arms are all equivalent in length and structure, whereas a miktoarm star 

molecule contains arms with different chemical compositions and/or molecular weights and/or 

different end-functionalities (Figure 2). As an example, when individual arms are composed of 

different polymers, star-block polymers or star copolymers are obtained. 
 
 

Figure 2. Homoarm star polymers and miktoarm star polymers 
 
 

The interest in miktoarm star polymers comes from the possibility of combining different type 

and number of polymeric arms, including also different functionalities into a singlemacromolecule9. 

In particular, amphiphilic miktoarm star copolymers (containing both hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

moieties onto their arms) are expected to generate nanostructures in water similar to amphiphilic 
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block copolymers by a self-assembly process in solution promoted by a selective solvent (Figure 

3)10. 

 

Figure 3. Two possible micellar structures of amphiphilic star copolymers: (A) with strongly segregated arms 

and (B) with partially intermixed arms10 

 
 

One of the most fascinating properties of block copolymers (either linear or star) with two or 

more blocks with different solubility (i.e. the hydrophobic PLA and the hydrophilic PEG) is their 

ability of self-assembling into a variety of ordered nanostructures. The fine tuning of polymer 

properties, such as the relative block length and the solution conditions allows polymeric micelles or 

micellar-like nanoparticles to be prepared11, although differences in the micellization properties are 

observed with respect to linear diblock copolymers as a result of the topological constraints of the star 

copolymers12,13,14. In fact, unimolecular micelles or multimolecular micellar aggregates may form 

(Figure 4), depending on the number of arms and on the block length and architecture, as pointed out 

by molecular simulations performed on model amphiphilic block copolymers15,16,17,18. 

Benifiting from the different core/shell properties of amphiphilic star copolymers, phase 

separation easily occurs in aqueous medium, which drives unimolecular micelle formation. Moreover, 

the formation of large multimolecular micelles (multi-micelle aggregates) can occur by the secondary 

aggregation of unimolecular micelles, in high concentration (Figure 4)19. 

 

Figure 4. Unimolecular and multimolecular micelles 
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Thus, a careful control over the length of the block segments is decisive to prevent the 

aggregation of the star polymers and to afford unimolecular nanocarriers with controlled sizes in 

aqueous media. Unimolecular micelles possess a very high and intrinsic stability upon dilution due to 

the covalently reinforced core-shell structure of the amphiphilic copolymer which makes them stable 

towards high dilution or other condition changes. Moreover, the dense outer shell prevents the core 

segments from aggregating and avoids protein adsorption20. Owing to this ultra-stability, unimolecular 

micelles accommodating guest biomolecules within their core are promising platform for bio-

application, especially in imaging and diagnosis21. One of the main advantages of unimolecular 

micelles compared to the conventional ones is that the latter might disassemble when subjected to 

high dilution in the bloodstream, leading to burst effect of the encapsulated drug and potential toxic 

effects (Figure 5)21. In fact, differently from conventional polymeric micelles, which are 

thermodynamic aggregates of amphiphiles above a certain concentration threshold (Critical Micelle 

Concentration, CMC), unimolecular micelles are stable upon high dilutions, and could be formed 

below CMC values typically expected for the hydrophilic/lipophilic balance of amphiphilic polymer22 

Figure 5. Left: Unimolecular micelles in aqueous solution are single-molecule architectures constituted by a 

hydrophobic core (blue) and a hydrophilic shell (green) covalently linked to a central backbone (blue). 
Right: Conventional polymeric micelles in aqueous solution are an aggregation of amphiphiles having 

hydrophobic (red) and hydrophilic (green) moieties. At concentration below the CMC, they disassemble into free 
polymeric chains. 

 
 

3.2 Star PLA-PEG copolymers 
One of the most important class of star polymers is built from aliphatic polyesters, obtained 

by ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of cyclic esters with multi-functional alcohols, as initiators, in 

a core-first approach23. Although star polymers were first reported in 1948, the first star PLA was 

prepared in 198924, and, currently, the research in this area and the market have going to increase 

interest due to the unique properties of star PLA compared to their linear analogue. When built into a 

star structure, PLA shows a lower melting temperature (Tm), glass transition temperature (Tg), and 
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crystallization temperature (Tc) than the linear PLA of a similar molar mass. Additionally, star PLA 

exhibits lower hydrodynamic volume and a viscosity that is proportional to the number of end groups. 

These features provide exciting opportunities for developing new functional polymers with desirable 

properties for applications in emerging nanotechnologies23. 

Depending on the polyalcohol used as ROP initiator (e.g. glycerol, erythritol, pentaerythritol, 

xylitol, dipentaerythritol, etc, Figure 6), multi-armed star PLA can be obtained (e.g. three-, four-, 

five, or six-armed) 

Figure 6. Polyalcohols in star PLA synthesis 
 
 

The end-groups of star PLA can be properly functionalized to generate multifunctional 

polymeric star-shaped architectures with specific features and applicability. Furthermore, star 

polymers display superior stimuli-responsiveness because of the possibility to introduce diverse 

valuable functionalities at the end of the star arms25. Stimuli-responsive moieties able to automatically 

undergo conformational/chemical changes upon external signals (e.g., changes in temperature or pH, 

irradiation with light, exposure to alternating electric or magnetic fields) are ideal for drug delivery 

applications, in which the spatial-temporal release of the drug is crucial26. 

Hydrophilic polymer arms are usually chosen as star polymers’ shell in biological application 

because of their good solubility in aqueous medium and biocompatibility. Among them, polyethylene 

glycol (PEG) is the most effective material to prolong the circulation time of nanoparticles by reducing 

non-specific protein adsorption in blood. In fact, as well known, besides ensuring water solubility, the 

PEG shell may endow the star polymer enhanced stability, longer plasma half-life, and reduced in vivo 

immunogenicity27. Furthermore, the versatile end-group chemistry of the PEG-arms 
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allows the proper functionalization, i.e. with targeting ligand or fluorescent probes, to afford star 

polymers with targeting and imaging capabilities28. 

 
3.3 Synthesis of three-arm star PLA-PEG-RGD 

In collaboration with the University of Mons (UMONS, Belgium), under the supervision of 

Prof. Olivier Coulembier, the synthesis of a novel three-arm star PLA-PEG copolymer was developed 

in a core-first approach. During the time spent at UMONS, the work has been focused on the synthesis 

and characterization of the amphiphilic star copolymer which was eventually decorated with the cyclo-

RGDyK peptide (Figure 7B), as an integrin targeting ligand. The final product was intended to the 

targeted cancer therapy, after micellization and incorporation of a suitable anticancer drug (i.e., 

Doxorubicin). 

Arginine-glycine-aspartic acid peptide (Arg-Gly-Asp or RGD peptide, Figure 7A) is a cell 

recognition motif, specifically recognized by the αvβ3 integrin receptor, which is highly expressed in 

tumor cells and strongly involved in the regulation of tumor angiogenesis. RGD-based strategies, 

including RGD antagonists, RGD-conjugates, and RGD-decorated nanoparticles,29 are promising 

approach for targeting tumor cells for both cancer therapy and diagnosis. A great number of RGD 

peptides and cyclopeptides are reported in literature30 for the targeted delivery of therapeutics. To 

date, PLA-PEO micelles grafted with RGD peptide have been designed for the targeted delivery of 

paclitaxel, showing a higher tumor uptake compared to untargeted PLA-PEO micelles and a good 

therapeutic efficacy in mice.31 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. A) Tripeptide Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD peptide); B) its cyclic derivative cyclo-RGDyK peptide (Gly-Arg-Asp-Tyr- 

Lys) bearing an azidomethylbenzamido moiety at the amino terminus of the lysine 

 
The synthetic strategy for the preparation of the novel three-arm star PLA-PEG copolymer 

decorated with RGD peptide, summarized in Scheme 1, was articulated as follows: 
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a) synthesis of the three-arm star PLA end-functionalized with alkyne moieties (6) 

(hydrophobic domain); b) synthesis of the hydrophilic mono-azide PEG (9); c) CuAAC click coupling 

leading to the three-arm star PLA-PEG copolymer (10), further derivatized with alkyne end-groups 

to yield (11); d) final CuAAC click coupling of (11) with the azide-functionalized cyclic RGDyK 

peptide (RGD-N3, 12). The final three-arm star PLA-PEG-RGD (13) and all the intermediates were 

fully characterized by 1H NMR spectroscopy, SEC and MALDI-ToF analyses. 
 
 

Scheme 1. Multi-step synthesis of the novel three-arm star PLA-PEG-RGD 
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Since the control over the molecular weight, the chemical composition and the number of the 

arms is of paramount importance to the synthesis of star-shaped polymers and has a significant  effect 

on polymer properties (e.g. crystallinity, degradation rate, micellization), first of all  we decided to 

synthesize a star PLA-PEG copolymer with a final molecular weight of 20000 g/mol. Moreover, a 

hydrophobic: hydrophilic ratio of 14000:6000 g/mol was set, that might allow the self- assembly of the 

final PLA- PEG-RGD in aqueous solution. 

The synthesis was carried out in a core-first approach. The first step consisted in a ROP of L- 

lactide (2) using glycerol (1) as the multifunctional initiator and 1,8-diazabicyclo(5.4.0)undec-7-ene 

(DBU) as a catalyst (Scheme 2). During the ROP, the arms are directly grown from the initiating core. 

To calculate the amount of alcoholic initiator and catalyst, the Polymerization Degree (DP) 

was calculated, starting from the desired molecular weight of the final product star PLA, as follow: 

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷  =  
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 

= 
14.000 𝑔𝑔/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

= 97
 

𝑚𝑚 144,13 𝑔𝑔/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 
 
Where Mn represents the final desired molecular weight (Mn=14000 g/mol) and m represents the 

molecular weight of the L-lactide monomeric unit (m = 144.13 g/mol). 

Then, the DP was used to calculate the quantity of alcoholic initiator (I), following the formula: 

[𝐼𝐼] = 
[𝑀𝑀]

 
 

[𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷] 

]Where M represent the amount of final desired product expressed in moles. As an example, for 1 g 

of desired product, the amount of initiator (moles) is calculated as follow: 

  1 𝑔𝑔  

144,13 𝑔𝑔 

[𝐼𝐼] =  𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  = 6  ·  10−3 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 
97 

The synthetic pathway for the preparation of the three-arm star PLA (3) is illustrated in Scheme 

2. Glycerol and DBU were used as ring-opening polymerization initiator and catalyst, respectively, 

affording PLA samples with terminal hydroxyl functionality. The ROP was carried out in 

dichloromethane (DCM) at room temperature (r.t.). 

An initial [lactide (L-LA)]0/[initiator]0/[DBU]0 ratio of 97/1/2 ([L-LA]0 = 1 M) has been selected 

to obtain a star PLA (3) with a molecular weight of 14.000 g/mol. In such experimental conditions, the 

polymerization was extremely fast, yielding quantitative monomer conversion in 10 minutes. 

After 10 minutes, the DBU catalyst was quenched with an excess of benzoic acid and the 

product star PLA (3) was purified by precipitation into cold methanol, followed by centrifugation and 

filtration to ensure product purity and to avoid instability over the time, due to any traces of benzoic 
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acid/DBU salt32. 

The described method led to a very pure product, with an almost quantitative yield (98%), in 

a very fast and single step reaction, with easy removal of the catalyst. 
 
 

Scheme 2. ROP reaction of L-lactide (2) on glycerol (1) to obtain three arm star PLA (3). 
 
 

1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 8A) confirmed the structure of the desired product (3). 

The DP can be determined experimentally by comparing the relative intensity of the signal at 

δ 4.15-4.40 ppm (attributed to the glycerol protons (5H) and the methine protons of the PLA end- 

groups (3H), totally 8 H) to that of the repeating lactidyl methine protons at δ 5.15 ppm whose integral 

resulted 196.7. Dividing that value by two (the monomer L-Lactide has two methine protons), a DP 

of 98 is obtained in close agreement to the theoretical value of 97. 

No trace of benzoic acid or DBU were observed, confirming the purity of (3). Moreover, 

SEC analysis confirmed the homogeneity of the polymer, with ĐM = 1.12 and 

M̅nSEC,app = 21.019 g/mol (Figure 8B). 
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Figure 8. 1H NMR (A) and SEC (B) analysis of star PLA (3) 
 
 

In the hereabove DP calculation, we assumed that all three alcohol functions of the glycerol 

did initiate the polymerization of the LA monomer. To confirm that hypothesis, a kinetic study was 

performed, comparing the polymeric chain elongation on glycerol with that on a monofunctional 

alcoholic initiator, i.e. benzyl alcohol (BnOH), for the same total DP. The ROP of L-lactide from 

benzyl alcohol was then realized using an initial [L-LA]0/[initiator]0/[DBU]0 ratio of 97/1/1 ([L-LA]0 

= 0.4 M). Samples were then withdrawn every 2 minutes for 14 minutes (t0, t2, t4, t6, t8, t10, t12, t14) for 

SEC analyses. 

As represented by the Figure 9, whichever the initiator used, experimental Mn (Mn,SEC) are all 

aligned on the same straight-line attesting the good correspondence between both DP. 
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Figure 9. Dependence of molar mass (Mn SEC) of poly(L-lactide) measured by SEC on calculated 

conversions. Conditions of polymerization: [L-LA]0/[ROH]0/[DBU]0 = 97:1:2 (with ROH=glycerol); 97:1:1 (with 

ROH=BnOH); blue dots: ROH = BnOH, orange dots: ROH = glycerol. 
 
 

To confirm the initiation from all three O-H groups of the glycerol, we then compared the kinetics 

of ROP from glycerol to that of BnOH in the presence of DBU (Figure 10). The kinetics are consistent 

with the rate law: -d[LA]/dt = kobs[LA] for kobs = k1[ROH][DBU], where [ROH] = glycerol (containing 

3 OH groups) or BnOH (containing 1 OH group). These studies reveal that the rate constant for 

monomer consumption (k1) is approximately three times higher when LA is polymerized from 

glycerol (k1-3OH) compared to when LA is polymerized from BnOH (k1-OH), k1-3OH/ k1-OH = 2.73, 

consistent with the tripling of the number of propagating –OH end groups when polymerization is 

initiated from the glycerol initiator. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10. Comparison of rates of LA polymerization with glycerol (orange dots) 

and BnOH (blue dots) catalyzed by DBU. 

 
 

In a following step, the hydroxyl end-groups of the star PLA (3) have been functionalized 

with pentynoic anhydride (5), prepared from the commercially available pentynoic acid (4) using 1,3- 
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dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) as dehydrating agent. The reaction was carried out in the presence 

of DMAP in order to obtain a clickable alkynyl-terminated star PLA (6) (Scheme 3). 

 
 

Scheme 3. Esterification of star PLA (3) with pentynoic anhydride (5) 
 
 

1H NMR analysis (Figure 11) confirmed the structure of (6) by the disappearance of the resonance 

at δ 4.36 ppm, attesting for the quantitative esterification of the terminal hydroxyl groups, together 

with the appearance of a novel set of signals attributed to the pentynoic end-group protons at δ 2.65, 

2.52, 1.98 ppm (inset Figure 11). The SEC analysis showed a ĐM = 1.13 and aM̅nSEC,app = 21.207 

g/mol. 
 
 

Figure 11. 1H NMR spectrum of (6) recorded in CDCl3  at r.t. 
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For the preparation of the hydrophilic domain of the final product, a mono-azide PEG was 

synthesized starting from commercially available PEG diol (Mw 2000 g/mol) in a two-step process 

(Scheme 4).33 

Briefly, one of the two hydroxyl end-groups of PEG (7) was mono-tosylated in the presence 

of Ag2O and KI (1.5:0.2 ratio to avoid the formation of di-tosylated product) affording mono-tosyl 

PEG (8), which was characterized by SEC-UV254 and 1H NMR analysis. The mono-tosyl PEG (8) was 

converted in mono-azide PEG (9) by reaction with sodium azide in anhydrous DMF at 90° C, followed 

by washing with distilled water and brine. 
1H NMR analysis (Figure 12A) confirmed the structure of (9) by the typical signal at δ3.39 

ppm relative to the azidomethylene protons. Peaks integration pointed out that the sample is a 1:1 

mixture of mono-azide PEG (9) and unreacted PEG diol (7). The latter was removed in the next 

synthetic step and related work up (see Experimental). 

Furthermore, the MALDI-ToF analysis (Figure 12B-C) excluded the presence of the 

undesired di-azide derivative and confirmed the azidation due to the presence of a small population 

showing 28 mass units less than the main population corresponding to the elimination of a nitrogen 

molecule during characterization typical for azide-containing polymers.34 

 
 

Scheme 4. Two-step synthetic pathway to prepare mono-azide PEG (9) starting from commercial PEG diol (7). 
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Figure 12. Mono-azide functionalization of PEG confirmed by 1H NMR (A) and MALDI-ToF analysis (B, C). 

 
 
 

Hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains, namely the alkynyl-terminated star PLA (6) and the 

mono-azide PEG (9) were coupled in a 1:3 ratio by CuAAC click chemistry reaction to obtain the 

amphiphilic three-arm star PLA-PEG copolymer (10) (Scheme 5). 

The CuAAC reaction was performed in anhydrous tetrahydrofuran in the presence of CuBr 

and N,N,N′,N′′,N′′-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA) as catalyst and ligand, respectively. 

The workup by washing with water allowed the purification of the functionalized polymer, which was 

obtained in a very good yield (96%). 
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Scheme 5. Click chemistry reaction of alkynyl-terminated star PLA (6) and mono-azide PEG (9). 

 
 

SEC analysis (Figure 13) confirmed the coupling reaction with the shift of the curve related 

to the star PLA-PEG (dashed line) compared to the alkynyl-terminated star PLA precursor (solid line). 

Furthermore 1H NMR analysis confirmed the formation of the expected triazole linkage, connecting 

the hydrophilic and the hydrophobic polymeric portions, by the typical signal at δ 7.58 ppm 

corresponding to the triazole H-5 proton (black circle, Figure 14). In addition, both shifts of the azido-

methylene protons resonance (from δ 3.39 to 3.06 ppm, blue circles), and    the pentynoic- 
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methylene protons signal (from δ 2.52 to 4.49 ppm, orange circles), together with the disappearance 

of the alkyne proton signal at δ 1.98 ppm were observed (black dashed circle, Figure 14). 
 

Figure 13. SEC chromatograms of star PLA-PEG (10, dashed line) compared to alkynyl-terminated star PLA precursor 

(6, solid line). 

 

Figure 14. 1H NMR spectra of three-arm star PLA-PEG (10, red trace), mono-azide PEG (9, green trace), alkynyl- 

terminated star PLA (6, blue trace). All the spectra were recorded in CDCl3 at r.t. 
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The final synthetic step did consist on the esterification of the hydroxyl end-groups of (10) 

with pentynoic anhydride in presence of DMAP, followed by CuAAC click coupling of the alkynyl- 

terminated star PLA-PEG (11) with azide-RGD peptide (12) to afford the desired three-arm star PLA-

PEG-RGD (13) (Scheme 6). 

Scheme 6. Esterification of star PLA-PEG (10) with pentynoic anhydride and subsequent click coupling of the 

alkynyl-end groups with azide-RGD peptide (12) affording PLA-PEG-RGD (13). 
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The final CuAAC reaction of alkynyl-terminated star PLA-PEG (11) with azide-RGD peptide 

(12) was performed in anhydrous dimethylformamide, due to the poor solubility of the azide-RGD in 

tetrahydrofuran. The reaction was carried out in the presence of CuBr and PMDETA, using a 2:1 ratio 

of azide: alkyne. After 16 h, the solvent was removed under vacuum, and the product PLA-PEG- RGD 

(13) was washed with deionized water and dried under vacuum at 40°C. 
1H NMR spectrum  of  PLA-PEG-RGD (13) was  registered in  N,N-dimethylformamide-d7 

showing characteristic aromatic signals (δ 7.96, 7.43, 7.02, 6.72 ppm) ascribable to aromatic portions 

of RGD moiety together with several broad peaks likely ascribable to NH-protons (from δ  8.74 to δ 

7.61 ppm) (Experimental). 

Preliminary SEC analysis of PLA-PEG-RGD in THF (Figure 15A), carried out by connecting 

in parallel a differential refractometer detector and a UV–visible spectrophotometer set at the λmax of 

RGD (280 nm), indicated the successful grafting of RGD on the polymer backbone. 

The presence of two signals (also observed in preliminary DLS measurements, Figure 15B) 

might suggest the formation of reverse micelles during the SEC analysis in THF. We could suppose 

that the presence of some water in THF (even the small percent present in each organic solvent) 

promoted the formation of reverse micelles. 

This behavior was confirmed by preliminary DLS measurements (Figure 15B), showing a 

bimodal size distribution in the same solvent, with the presence of two species having a Dh of about 

10 and 100 nm; the small one might be related to the unimolecular micelles, whereas the large one 

should come from the self-assembled multi-micelle aggregates. 

Moreover, since the UV response is proportional to the concentration in RGD peptide (Beer- 

Lambert Law), the UV response appeared well more important for the bigger micelles composed by 

more PLA-PEG-RGD, as compared to the unimolecular micelles. 
 
 

 
Figure 15. Preliminary SEC analysis (A) and DLS measurements (B) of PLA-PEG-RGD in THF. 
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These preliminary results suggested that our PLA-PEG-RGD star polymer with a well-designed 

hydrophobic/hydrophilic ratio, is able to self-assemble into micelles. A deeper investigation of the 

self-assembly behavior is currently under investigation. 

Moreover, the anticancer drug Doxorubicin (Dox) will be incorporated in the inner micelle core 

(Figure 16) and the biological properties of the drug-loaded delivery system will be eventually 

investigated. 
 
 
 

Figure 16. Micellar nanoformulation of the star PLA-PEG-RGD incorporating the anticancer drug Doxorubicin 
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3.4 Experimental 

3.4.1 Materials and methods 
L-Lactide, 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU), glycerol, benzoic acid, 4-pentynoic acid, 

sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3), sodium bisulfate (NaHSO4), sodium sulfate anhydrous (Na2SO4), 1,3-

dicyclohexyl-carbo-diimide (DCC), silver oxide (Ag2O), tosyl chloride (TsCl), potassium iodide (KI), 

polyethyleneglycol (PEG, MW=2000), sodium azide (NaN3), copper bromide (CuBr), N,N,N′,N′′,N′′-

pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA), 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP), dichloromethane 

(DCM), anhydrous dimethylformamide (DMF), anhydrous toluene, anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF) 

and other solvents and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Azide- RGD peptide was 

purchased from Scintomics. 

NMR spectra were recorded at room temperature using a Varian 300 and a Varian 500 MHz 

spectrometers. Chemical shifts (d) were expressed in ppm using tetramethylsilane (TMS) as an 

internal reference. 

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was performed in THF at 30°C using a Polymer Laboratories 

liquid chromatograph equipped with a PL-DG802 degasser, an isocratic HPLC pump LC 1120 (flow 

rate = 1ml/min), a triple detector: refractive index (ERMA 7517), capillary viscometry and light 

scattering RALS (Viscotek T-60) (Polymer Laboratories GPC-RI/CV / RALS), an automatic injector 

(Polymer Laboratories GPC-RI/UV) and four columns: a PL gel 10 µm guard column and three PL 

gel Mixed-B 10µm columns. PS standards were used for calibration. 
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3.4.2 Synthesis of star PLA (3) 
 
 
 
 

 
An initial [lactide (L-LA)]0/[initiator]0/[DBU]0 ratio of 97/1/2 ([L-LA]0=1 M) has been selected to 

obtain a star PLA (3) with a molecular weight of 14.000 g/mol. In a glove box under nitrogen pressure, 

glycerol (1) (6.6 mg, 3.98∙10-5 mol, 1 equiv) and DBU (21.77 mg, 7.96∙10-5 mol, 2 equiv) were 

solubilized in 2 mL of anhydrous DCM into a glass vial. L-Lactide (2) (1 g, 6.9∙10-3 mol, 97 

polymerization degree) was solubilized in 5 mL of anhydrous DCM into another glass vial and then 

added to the first solution. The reaction was left to stir 12 minutes, and then benzoic acid (20.96 mg, 

9.55∙10-5 mol, 2,4 equiv) dissolved in 0.2 mL of anhydrous DCM was added to stop the 

polymerization. The vial was taken out of glove box, the solution was transferred into a round bottom 

flask to reduce the volume under vacuum. The solution was precipitated into cold technical methanol, 

centrifuged and dried for 5 h into a vacuum oven at 60°C to give 980 mg (98% yield) of star PLA (3) 

as a white powder. 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 1.57 (m, 3H, [CH3]n), 4.22 (m, 5H, -CH2CHCH2), 4.36 (m, 1H, CH- 

OH), 5.15 (m, 1H, [CH]n). Polymerization Degree1H NMR = 97,M̅n1H NMR = 14.000 g/mol, SEC: 

M̅nSEC,app = 21.019 g/mol, ĐM = 1.12. 
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3.4.3 Synthesis of pentynoic anhydride (5) 
 

Pentynoic acid (4) (2 g, 20.4∙10-3 mol, 2 equiv) and DCC (2.1 g, 10.2∙10-3 mol, 1 equiv) were 

solubilized in 20 mL of DCM into a round bottom flask. The solution was left to stir for 12 h, then 

was filtered on filter paper and the solid was washed two times with 20 mL of DCM. The organic 

phase was evaporated under vacuum to obtain an oil, that was precipitated into 10 mL of n-hexane to 

form two liquid phases; the bottom part was recovered with a syringe and then dried under vacuum to 

obtain 940 mg (94% yield) of pentynoic anhydride (5) as a brown oil. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 

2.67 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H, CH2CH2C≡CH), 2.47 (dt, J = 7.2 Hz, J = 2.6 Hz, 2H, CH2CH2C≡CH ), 1.97 

(t, 1H, J = 2.6 Hz, C≡CH); 13C NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 167.2 (C=O), 81.5 (C≡), 69.7 (≡CH), 
34.2 (CH2), 13.7 (CH2). 
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3.4.4 Synthesis of alkynyl-terminated star PLA (6) 
 

 
Star PLA (3) (980 mg, 7∙10-5 mol, 1 equiv), DMAP (34 mg, 2.77∙10-4 mol, 4 equiv) and pentynoic 

anhydride (5) (50 mg, 2.77∙10-4 mol, 4 equiv) were solubilized in 30 mL of DCM into a round bottom 

flask and left stirring for 12 h at room temperature. The solution was washed three times with a 

saturated solution of NaHCO3 and three times with a saturated solution of NaHSO4. Organic phases 

were collected, dried over Na2SO4, filtered and concentrated under vacuum. The solution was 

precipitated into cold technical methanol, centrifuged and dried for 5 h into a vacuum oven at 60°C 

to obtain 900 mg (92% yield) of alkynyl-terminated star PLA (6) as a white powder. 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 1.57 (m, 3H, -[CH3]n-), 2.65 (m, 2H, CH2CH2C≡CH), 2.52 (m, 2H, 

CH2CH2C≡CH), 1.98 (t, 1H, J = 2.5 Hz, C≡CH), 4.22 (m, 5H, -CH2CHCH2-), 5.15 (m, 1H, -[CH]n- 

). Polymerization Degree1H NMR = 97,M̅n1H NMR = 14.294 g/mol, SEC:M̅nSEC,app = 21.207 g/mol, ĐM 

= 1.13. 
 
 

3.4.5 Synthesis of mono-tosyl PEG (8) 
 

In a glove box under nitrogen pressure PEG diol (7) (500 mg, 2.5∙10-4 mol, 1 equiv) was dissolved in 

6.75 mL of dry toluene in a glass vial and vigorously stirred till complete dissolution. Then Ag2O (87 

mg, 3.75∙10-4 mol, 1.5 equiv) and KI (8.3 mg, 5∙10-5 mol, 0.2 equiv) were added, and after 15 minutes 
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of vigorous stirring TsCl (50 mg, 2.63∙10-4 mol, 1.05 equiv) was added. The reaction was stirred for 

16 h in the glove box. The solution was taken out of the glove box, filtered on paper filter and dried 

under vacuum to obtain 287 mg of a colorless oil. 1H NMR and MALDI-ToF analyses demonstrated 

that it is a mixture of mono-tosyl PEG (8) and unreacted PEG diol (7) (ratio 1:1), that was directly 

used in the next synthetic step, without further purification. 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 2.44 (s, 3H, CH3), 3.64 (m, 4H, -[CH2CH2O]n-), 4.15 (t, 2H, J=5 Hz, 

CH2OTs), 7.33 (d, 2H, J= 8.5 Hz, Ar H), 7.79 (d, 2H, J= 8.5 Hz, Ar H). 
 

 
 
 
 
3.4.5 Synthesis of mono-azide PEG (9) 

 

In a glove box under nitrogen pressure mono-tosyl PEG (8) (287 mg, 1.33∙10-4 mol, 1 equiv) and 

NaN3 (22 mg, 3.33∙10-4 mol, 5 equiv) were dissolved into 5 mL of anhydrous DMF into a round bottom 

flask. Then the flask was taken out from the glove box and stirred for 12 h into an oil bath at 90°C. 

Afterwards, DMF was evaporated under vacuum and the crude product was dissolved in DCM 
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and washed two times with brine and two times with deionized water. Organic phases were collected, 

dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated under vacuum to obtain 120 mg of a white solid. 1H NMR and 

MALDI-ToF analyses demonstrated that it is a mixture of mono-azide PEG (9) and unreacted PEG 

diol (7) (ratio 1:1). 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 3.39 (t, 2H, J= 5 Hz, -CH2N3), 3.64 (m, 4H, -[CH2CH2O]n). 
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3.4.6 Synthesis of star PLA-PEG (10) 
 
 
 

 
Alkynyl-terminated star PLA (6) (650 mg, 4.56∙10-5 mol, 1 equiv) and compound (9) (555 mg, 

1.37∙10-4 mol, 3 equiv of which 1.5 equiv consisted of mono-azide PEG and 1.5 equiv of unreacted 

PEG-diol) were dissolved in 2 mL of anhydrous THF into a glass vial. Then CuBr (0.65 mg, 4.56∙10- 

6 mol, 0.1 equiv) and PMDETA (0.79 mg, 4.56∙10-6 mol, 0.1 equiv) were added to the reaction 

mixture. The solution was stirred at room temperature for 16 h. The vial was taken out of glove box 

and the solvent was evaporated under vacuum. The residue was washed three times with 5 mL of 

deionized water to remove the unreacted PEG-diol and centrifuged at 2800 rpm for 50 minutes at 

10°C. The solid was dried at 40°C in a vacuum oven for 4h leading to 891 mg (yield 96%) of star 

PLA-PEG (10). 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 1.57 (d, 3H, -[CH3]n-), 2.82 (t, 2H, J= 5 Hz, CH2CH2Ctriazole), 3.06 (t, 

2H, J= 7.5 Hz, CH2Ntriazole), 3.64 (m, 4H, -[CH2CH2O]n-), 4.22 (m, 5H, -CH2CHCH2-), 4.49 (t, 2H, 

J= 5 Hz, CH2CH2Ctriazole), 5.15 (m, 1H, -[CH]n-), 7.53 (s, 1H, CHtriazole).M̅nSEC,app = 32.212 g/mol, ĐM 

= 1.14. 
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3.4.7 Synthesis of alkynyl-terminated star PLA-PEG (11) 
 

Star PLA-PEG (10) (891 mg, 4.38∙10-5 mol, 1 equiv), DMAP (21 mg, 1.73∙10-4 mol, 4 equiv) and 

pentynoic anhydride (5) (31 mg, 1.73∙10-4 mol, 4 equiv) were solubilized in 30 mL of DCM into a 

round bottom flask and the mixture was stirred for 12 h at room temperature. The solution was washed 

three times with deionized water. Organic phases were collected, dried over Na2SO4, filtered and dried 

under vacuum to obtain 788 mg (88% yield) of alkynyl-terminated star PLA-PEG (11) as a white 

powder. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 1.57 (d, 3H, -[CH3]n-), 1.98 (t, 1H, J= 2.7 Hz, C≡CH), 2.52 

(dt, 2H, J= 2.7, J= 6.5 Hz, CH2CH2C≡CH), 2.67 (t, 2H, J= 6.5 Hz, CH2CH2C≡CH), 2.82 (t, 2H, J= 5 

Hz, CH2CH2Ctriazole), 3.06 (t, 2H, J= 7.5 Hz, CH2Ntriazole), 3.64 (m, 4H, -[CH2CH2O]n-), 4.22 (m, 5H, -

CH2CHCH2-), 4.27 (t, 2H, J= 5 Hz, OCH2CH2OCO), 4.49 (t, 2H, J= 5 Hz, CH2CH2Ctriazole), 5.15 
(m, 1H, -[CH]n), 7.53 (s, 1H, CHtriazole).M̅nSEC,app = 34.203 g/mol, ĐM = 1.16. 
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3.4.8 Synthesis of star PLA-PEG-RGD (13) 
 
 
 

In a glove box, under nitrogen pressure, alkynyl-terminated star PLA-PEG (11) (137 mg, 6.18∙10-6 

mol, 1 equiv) and azide-RGD peptide (12) (10 mg, 1.23∙10-5 mol, 2 equiv) were dissolved into 2 mL 

of anhydrous DMF into a glass vial. Then CuBr (0.1 mg, 6.18∙10-7 mol, 0.1 equiv) and PMDETA (0.1 

mg, 6.18∙10-7 mol, 0.1 equiv) were added to the reaction mixture. The solution was left under stirring 

at room temperature for 16 h. The solvent was evaporated under vacuum and then the solid residue 

was washed two times with deionized water and centrifuged at 2800 rpm for 50 minutes at 10°C. 

Water residues were removed in a vacuum oven at 40°C for 2 h to obtain 80 mg (54% yield) of star 

PLA-PEG-RGD (13), as a brown solid. 
1H NMR (500 MHz, d7-DMF, δ): selected peaks 1.53 (d, 3H, -[CH3]n-), 1.98 (t, 1H, J= 2.7 Hz C≡CH), 

2.52 (m, 2H, CH2CH2C≡CH), 2.65 (m, 2H, CH2CH2C≡CH ), 2.82 (t, 2H, J= 5 Hz, CH2CH2Ctriazole), 

2.99 (m, 2H, CH2Ntriazole), 3.58 (m, 4H, -[CH2CH2O]n-), 4.19 (m, 2H, CH2), 4.22 (t, 2H, J= 5 Hz, 

OCH2CH2OCO), 4.38 (m, 5H, -CH2CHCH2-), 4.56 (t, 2H, J= 5 Hz, CH2CH2Ctriazole), 5.28 (m, 1H, - 

[CH]n), 6.65 (br s, 1H, NH), 6.72 (d, 2H, Ar H, J=8 Hz), 7.02 (d, 2H, Ar H, J=8 Hz), 7.39 (s, 1H, 

CHtriazole), 7.43 (d, 2H, Ar H, J=8 Hz), 7.60 (br s, 1H, NH), 7.78 (br s, 1H, NH), 7.97 (d, 2H, ArH, J=8 

Hz), 8.39 (br s, 1H, NH), 8.55 (br s, 1H, NH), 8.74 (br s, 1H, NH). 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
 

In this PhD thesis, reproducible and efficient procedures for the multimodal 

functionalization of polylactide (PLA) have been reported and discussed. The main scope of the 

work was the development of reliable and mild synthetic procedures for access to a variety of 

functionalized PLA derivatives suitable for nanoparticles preparation. 

Specifically, a new method for the grafting of propargylamide units has been proposed and 

the subsequent CuAAC coupling of the “clickable” alkyne-terminated PLA with selected azido- 

derivatives (methoxypolyethylene glycol azide, azide-fluor 545, azide-folate) has been 

investigated. The newly synthesized PLA derivatives (PLA-PEG, PLA-Flu and PLA-FA) have been 

formulated in nanoparticles loaded with Salinomycin, by nanoprecipitation technique. 

Furthermore, in collaboration with the University of Mons (UMONS, Belgium), the 

synthesis of a novel three-arm star PLA-PEG copolymer was developed, in a core-first approach, 

and the amphiphilic star copolymer was eventually decorated with RGD peptide as an integrin-

targeting ligand specifically recognized by integrin receptors over-expressed in tumor cells. The 

final product PLA-PEG-RGD was intended to the targeted cancer therapy, after micellization and 

incorporation of a suitable anticancer drug (i.e., Doxorubicin). 

The drug-loaded PLA-based nanoparticles are going to be tested in antitumoral assays at 

ISTEC (Institute of Science and Technology for Ceramics) belonging to the CNR Department of 

Chemical Science and Materials Technology (Faenza (RA), Italy). 

The present PhD thesis confirm the great potential of the azide-alkyne copper(I)-catalyzed 

Huisgen 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition, one of the most widely exploited click chemistry protocols, for 

the multimodal functionalization of PLA-based materials.  

The major drawback could concern the use of catalyst copper (I), that tends to stick to the 

formed triazole, making challenging the purification of the products. Moreover, during 

nanoparticles preparation, traces of copper (I) could remain attached on the surface or encapsulated 

as impurities, even after extensive purification (i.e., centrifugation or dialysis). The copper-induced 

toxicity may have an impact in the biological applications of the newly synthesized materials, 

whereby the exploitation of “copper-free click chemistry” could open new perspectives for 

biopolymer functionalization. Specifically, the use of strained or electron-deficient alkynes (e.g. the 

cyclooctyne moiety and its derivatives) makes straightforward the purification step, avoiding 

possible traces of copper salts not eliminated. Such benign copper-free conditions are recently 

emerged as an environmentally friendly alternative for the orthogonal functionalization of 
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polymeric nanostructures. In perspective, copper-free click reactions could be exploited to attach 

stimuli-responsive moieties on PLA backbone or to synthesize hyperbranched or dendrimeric PLA 

structures. 
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